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Abstract

This main aim of this thesis is to study the photoluminescence (PL) properties of Gallium 

Nitride (GaN) grown by either the solid- or the liquid- target Pulsed Laser Deposition 

(PLD) technique

Most thin films were deposited on sapphire(OOOl) substrate m a pure nitrogen (N2) 

atmosphere GaAs(OOl) was also used as a substrate for the first time The properties of 

the material systems were characterized using PL, X-Ray diffraction (XRD), Raman 

spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy (AFM) The expansion dynamics of Ga and 

GaN laser-ablation plumes were also studied using time- resolved extreme ultraviolet 

dual laser photoabsorption (DLP) spectroscopy

The PL, XRD and Raman results indicated the possibility of a mixed cubic- and 

hexagonal- structure in GaN grown using the solid target PLD system PL full width at 

half maximum (FWHM) as narrow as -9  meV for the donor-exciton transitions (D-X) 

was achieved for GaN/sapphire(0001) grown by liquid target PLD system Significantly 

enhanced low temperature PL emissions at 3 361 eV (I3) and 3 310eV (I4 ) were observed 

for the matenal deposited on a GaAs(OOl) substrate at ~800°C A model has been 

proposed to explain the emission mechanism for I3 and I4 in which the electrons and 

holes are confined in cubic inclusions within the hexagonal matenal, analogously to a 

type 1 quantum well

The DLP results showed the marked difference between Ga and GaN laser-ablation 

plumes, and suggested that metallic Ga is a more suitable target matenal for the PLD 

growth of GaN compared to a GaN target
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Chapter 1 Introduction

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

1 1 Motivation

Silicon (Si) is presently the most important semiconductor for the microelectronics 

industry which makes up over 90% of all semiconductor devices sold world-wide 

However, Si is not widely used in optoelectronic applications, mainly due to the fact 

that it is not a direct bandgap semiconductor and hence not an efficient photonic 

material Since the first report by Welker et al [1] in 1952, which suggested that 

compound materials made up of group-III and group-V elements o f the periodic table 

exhibit semiconductor properties, III-V semiconductor compounds and their 

applications have been extensively investigated Nowadays, III-V compound 

semiconductors are attracting more and more interest especially in the field of optical 

devices such as lasers, waveguides or optical modulators, as well as in high frequency
1 ^ t f

electronic devices III-V compounds such as Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) and Indium 

Phosphide (InP) have superior transport properties (i e higher electron mobility and 

drift velocity) over Si, which make them more suitable for application in high 

frequency microwave devices Furthermore, III-V compounds can form 

heteroj unctions with each other, which are the basic structure for modem electromc 

and optical devices [2]
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Chapter 1 Introduction

The family of III-V compound nitndes such as Indium N itride  (InN), Gallium N itride  

(GaN) and Aluminium N itride  (AIN) is one of the promising classes o f optoelectromc 

materials The bandgap and the corresponding wavelength for InN, GaN and AIN are 

given in table 1 1 respectively [3-4]

InN GaN AIN

Bandgap (eV) @300K 1 95 3 40 6 25

Wavelength (nm) @300K 636 365 198

Table 1 1 Summary of the bandgap and wavelength values for Indium N itride  

(InN), Gallium N itride  (GaN) and Aluminium N itride  (AIN)

All three binaries and their alloys are direct bandgap semiconductors and their energy 

gaps cover the spectral region from red to deep ultraviolet This makes them ideal 

candidates for carefully tailored optoelectronic devices, such as light emitting diodes 

(LED), which up to now, are difficult to fabricate in the blue and green regions [5]
i ‘ '

Up to date, high brightness visible GaN based LED’s are commercially available, a 

development which has transformed the market for full colour displays [6-8], and 

which has opened the way to many other applications, such as in traffic lights and 

highly efficient low voltage white light sources Recently, GaN based CW UV laser

diodes [9] have also been demonstrated, which paved the way for applications in high

* * 1 1 1 density optical storage systems and UV lithography
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Until now, most o f the high quality GaN materials have been grown by advanced 

epitaxial techniques such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [10] or organometallic 

vapor phase epitaxy (MOCVD) [11] Most studies have been devoted to understand 

the growth kinematics and properties o f the GaN materials grown by these techniques 

Apart from MBE and MOCVD, the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique has, 

more recently, also been used successfully to grow GaN by a number o f workers [13, 

17-19] In PLD, a pulsed laser is used to vaponze the surface of a target matenal (l e 

GaN or Ga metal) to create a laser plasma which condenses on a suitable substrate

1 2 Objectives

The present work was initiated by the need to further understand and characterise the 

GaN matenal grown by either solid GaN- or liquid Ga- target PLD systems [13] 

More than 40 samples were prepared m this work, and charactensed by a number of 

methods such as x-ray diffraction (XRD), temperature dependent photoluminescence 

(PL), Raman scattenng spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy (AFM)

The PL technique is widely used for analyzing the optical properties o f GaN matenal 

grown by MBE, MOCVD, gas source molecular beam epitaxy (GSMBE) and halide 

vapour phase epitaxy (HVPE) [10, 14-16] However, detailed reports on the PL on

j 5

GaN grown by PLD technique are not widely available, i e little is known about the 

activation energies o f different PL transitions in PLD grown GaN samples Hence, it



c Chapter 1 Introduction

is important to study the PL properties o f GaN grown by the PLD technique in greater 

detail

Active nitrogen plasma source and ammonia are the most commonly used N sources 

for the growth of GaN in a liquid target PLD system [13,17-19] However, a very high 

residual n-type earner concentration (~ 1019 cm'3) has been measured on GaN thin 

films grown by active plasma source [17] In addition, it has been reported that the 

used o f  ammonia can create certain problems such as the incorporation of  

unintentional hydrogen into the films dunng the epitaxial growth [18] An alternative 

method for the growth of high punty GaN in liquid target PLD system is the use of  

pure nitrogen gas (N2) However, detailed studies on the growth and properties of 

GaN prepared by this method are not widely reported, for example, the study on the 

change of the matenal properties as a function of growth parameters are still not 

available Thus, it is important to study the influence o f the growth parameters (1 e 

substrate temperature, N2 pressure, laser repetition rate and etc) on GaN grown in a 

liquid target PLD system in N 2 atmosphere

GaN can crystallise either in hexagonal or cubic structure Cubic GaN, which will 

grow mainly on a cubic substrate such as GaAs (001), has recently attracted some 

interest [20] This is because epitaxially grown layers o f cubic GaN provide some 

advantages over the hexagonal ones, such as easier cleaving for laser applications 

[21] Most o f the previous researches on PLD grown GaN have mainly focussed on 

the epitaxial growth of hexagonal GaN on sapphire (0001) [13,18-19,22], fused silica
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Chapter 1 Introduction

or Si substrates [22-23] PLD was never used to grow GaN on a GaAs (001) substrate, 

although much research has been earned out using other techniques such as MBE or 

MOCVD [20, 24-25] Hence, it is worth looking into the growth and matenal 

properties o f GaN thin films grown on a GaAs (001) substrate in a PLD system

It is well known in the PLD process that the initial formation of the ablation plume 

and its expansion are key to the growth of high quality films However, to date, most 

of the studies on GaN grown by PLD have mainly focussed on the effect o f the 

growth parameters [18-19, 22] rather than the investigation of the ablation plume 

Consequently, it is necessary to study the laser ablation plume in order to understand 

aspects o f the growth mechanism in a PLD system [14]

1 3 Contents And Organization Of The Thesis

This thesis compnses seven Chapters

, i \  i

Some theoretical background and histoncal survey related to the growth of GaN 

matenal system is presented m Chapter 2 A summary of the ciurent developments in 

PLD grown GaN thin films is also included

In Chapter 3, the charactensation methods used in this study, such as “0-20” x-ray 

measurement (XRD), photolummescence (PL), dual laser plasma (DLP) 

photoabsorption technique will be desenbed In addition, the fundamental mode of

11



operation of the two different types o f Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) growth 

techniques used in this study, namely solid target PLD and liquid target PLD are also 

included

Chapter 4 contains a detailed description of the properties o f GaN/Sapphire(0001) 

material system grown by the solid target PLD technique The GaN epilayers were 

characterised using “0-20” XRD scans, PL, Raman scattenng and atomic scanning 

microscopy (AFM) measurement Low temperature PL yield a line-width (FWHM) of  

15 meV for the donor-bound exciton (D-X) transitions, comparable with GaN grown 

by MOCVD [16] and MBE [26] techniques Subsequently, origins and activation 

energies for various PL transitions are deduced and discussed in details The results 

suggest that GaN grown by solid target PLD in N 2 atmosphere consisted o f mixed 

hexagonal and cubic phases

Chapter 5 discusses the properties of GaN grown in a liquid target PLD system GaN 

matenal systems grown on sapphire (0 0 0 1 ) substrate áre studied as a function o f  

substrate temperature and pulse laser repetition rate PL FWHM as narrow as 9 meV 

for (D-X) transitions was achieved in the samples grown at a substrate temperature 

(Ts) o f 800°C Following this, GaN thin film was grown on a GaAs (001) substrate for 

the first time using the PLD technique Optical properties for GaN grown on sapphire 

(0001) and GaAs (001) substrates are compared and studied using temperature 

dependent PL Two strong luminescence lines I3 (3 368 eV) and I4  (3 310 eV) were 

observed to dominate the low temperature spectrum, and a significant enhancement

Chapter 1 Introduction
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for both luminescence lines were observed in the matenal deposited on GaAs (001) 

substrates We interpret both peaks as transitions involving earners confined in cubic 

inclusions in the hexagonal phase, analogously to a type I quantum well

Chapter 6 contains a study o f the dynamics o f Ga species in the laser ablation plumes 

of Ga metal and polycrystalhne GaN Time and space resolved photoabsorption 

spectra o f the ablation plumes were obtained using the time-resolved DLP technique 

Marked differences between the Ga and GaN plumes were observed Based on these 

observations, we deduce a relationship between the quality o f the GaN epilayers and 

the relevant ablation plume parameters The results confirmed the remarks by Wang 

et al [27] according to which metallic gallium is a better candidate for the growth of  

high quality GaN by PLD

A summary of all the work, as well as recommendations for future research are 

presented in Chapter 7
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Chapter 2 Gallium Nitride Material System - Epitaxial Growth and Physical
Properties

CHAPTER 2 

GALLIUM NITRIDE MATERIAL SYSTEM -  EPITAXIAL 

GROWTH AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

GaN crystallizes either in (1) the hexagonal (wurtzite, h-GaN) structure, (2) the cubic 

(zinc blende, c-GaN) structure, or (3) a mixture of both these structures Both cubic 

and hexagonal structures are very closed related, diffenng only by their stacking 

sequences The hexagonal and cubic structure will be discussed in section 2 1 1 and 

2 12  respectively A bnef description of the history o f the growth of GaN, as well as 

the pulsed laser deposition of this material will be presented in section 2 2 and 2 3 

The major problems associated with its growth will also be discussed

2 1 GaN Properties

The structure and optical properties o f hexagonal GaN have been studied extensively 

in the past [1-2] To date, most devices have been fabncated using hexagonal GaN 

grown on sapphire (0001) [1] Cubic GaN, which is normally grown on cubic 

substrates such as GaAs (001) [3], presents some advantages over the hexagonal one, 

namely, higher earner mobilities, easy cleaving/etching and better ohmic contact
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Chapter 2 Gallium Nitride Material System - Epitaxial Growth and Physical
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2.1.1 Hexagonal GaN

Hexagonal GaN is mainly grown on hexagonal substrates such as sapphire (0001), 6H 

silicon carbide (SiC) or silicon(OOl) substrates [3-4]. The hexagonal structure 

dominates in growth conditions where there is an excess o f group V species (i.e. 

Nitrogen), or at high substrate temperatures. In the hexagonal structure, each atom is 

tetrahedrally surrounded by four nearest neighbours with the same bond distances. 

The atomic structure for hexagonal GaN is shown in Figure 2.1 below:

Figure 2.1. (a) The basic interatomic bond (b) Three dimension structure o f layers 
stacking along the [0001] direction in hexagonal GaN structure

[0001]

b

A

Ga b

•  N
b

(a) (b)
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The Bravais lattice o f the wurtzite structural is hexagonal and the axis perpendicular 

to the hexagons is labelled as [0001] direction (or "C-axis") Along the [0001] 

direction, the structure can be imagined as a sequence of layer of atoms of the same 

elements (all Ga or all N), build up from regular hexagons As shown in Fig 2 1(b), 

the stacking sequence for the hexagonal structure is

GaANaGaBNbGaANaGaBNbGaANaGaBNb

To date, the most accurate lattice parameters for an ideal hexagonal GaN crystal are ao 

= 3 1879 ± 0 0002 A, Co = 5 1851 ± 0 0002 A as reported by Leszczynski et al [7] 

Those parameters result in a significant mismatch effect with the commonly used 

substrates such as sapphire (0001) where ao = 4 785 A and co = 12 99lA However, 

the "effective" m-plane mismatch depends on the epitaxial onentations actually

adopted Several authors [3,8] have shown that hexagonal GaN films grown on basal
\

plane sapphire grow with their c-axis parallel to the sapphire c-axis but rotated in

plane so that [2 1 1 0]GaN is parallel to [1100]sapphire, and [1100]GaN is parallel to [12 

10]sapphire In this configuration, the mismatch turns out to be 16%, much less than 

49% discrepancy in ao, although this is still very large in epitaxy terms

Two types o f X-ray diffraction scans are commonly used to characterize GaN films, 

the co rocking curve and the 0-20 scan In the former, the detector remains fixed and 

the sample is rotated near the Bragg angle, giving a hnewidth (Aco) dependent on the 

angular spread of the columnar grams Typical values for Aco are between 30 and 50

Chapter 2 Gallium Nitride Material System - Epitaxial Growth and Physical
Properties
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arc min [7,9]. In the latter, the detector is rotated through twice the angle o f the 

sample rotation and the angular width o f the resulting x-ray peak provides a measure 

o f the spread in the lattice parameter along the growth axis. The details o f the 

corresponding experimental setup will be covered in Chapter 3 and the results o f the 

0-20 scans for our GaN samples will be discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.

The fundamental energy bandgap for GaN has been extensively measured. The data 

from Monemar et al. [10] appears to be the most accurate. Monemar [10] obtained his 

results from thick GaN films grown on sapphire substrates using optical reflectance 

and PL excitation spectroscopy. As mentioned, both hexagonal and cubic GaN have a 

direct bandgap and most o f the optical transitions occur in T point (k = 0) in the 

Brillouin zone. The fundamental transitions in hexagonal GaN are shown in Fig. 2.2.

Chapter 2 Gallium Nitride Material System - Epitaxial Growth and Physical
Properties

Figure 2.2 The fundamental bandgap o f hexagonal GaN
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The near band edge transitions at 4 2 K are tabulated in Table 2 1 [12] The valence 

band near k -  0 in hexagonal GaN is split into three separate bands, better known as 

E v A, E v B and EvC due to spin orbit splitting and the axial crystal field [10-12] Each 

band gives nse to an exciton state and each exciton state gives nse to a hydrogemc 

series o f energy levels This may cause a certain confusion in the interpretation of the 

experimental data as the energy separation between EyA, EyB and EvC is rather small 

(see Table 2 1) This situation is further complicated by the fact that excitons may be 

trapped at impurity sites (donor or acceptor), resulting in transition energies lower by 

a few to hundreds of meV The donor exciton (D-X) transition is the most commonly 

observed transition in hexagonal GaN at temperature less than 30 K [13-14]

Chapter 2 Gallium Nitride Material System - Epitaxial Growth and Physical
Properties

A B C (D-X) (D-A)

3 504 eV 3 510 eV 3 547 eV 3 473 eV 3 275 eV
i

Table 2 1 Emissions energies for various transitions in hexagonal GaN at 4 2 K

In addition to the near band edge transitions, GaN may also exhibit a broad transition 

around 2 2 eV, generally known as "yellow band" The yellow bands appear to be a

' i i
universal feature as it has been observed both in the bulk material and in epitaxially 

grown GaN The intensity o f yellow band can vary considerably (from sample to 

sample Good optical quality samples exhibit very weak yellow luminescence Some 

authors [3,6] have attnbuted the yellow band to the transition originating from Ga or 

N vacancy
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2.1.2 Cubic GaN

Up to now, when compared with hexagonal GaN, little research has been carried out 

on the properties o f cubic GaN. The atomic structure o f cubic GaN is shown in Fig. 

2.3 below:

[ i n i

t

V "? ' o

O  G a

•  N

(a) (b)

Figure 2.3 (a) The basic interatomic bond (b) Three dimension structure o f layers 
stacking along the [111] direction in cubic GaN structure.

Chapter 2 Gallium Nitride Material System - Epitaxial Growth and Physical
Properties
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Unlike the hexagonal structure, the second layer o f the cubic GaN is rotated through 

an angle o f 60° with respect to the first layer in the [111] direction As shown in Fig 

2 3(b), the stacking sequence for cubic GaN is

GaANaGaBNbGacNcGaANaGaBNbGacNc

A common approach for the growth of cubic material is the use of a cubic substrate 

such as GaAs (001), Si (111) or 3C SiC [15-17] However, there is experimental 

evidence showing that the cubic structures may also occur near the substrate interface 

in films grown on sapphire (0001) substrates The films gradually become a single 

hexagonal structure as the films thickness increases [18] The lattice parameters for 

the cubic GaN is obtained experimentally as ao -  4 50 A, which is in good agreement 

with the theoretical value of 4 53 A [8,19] This result also indicates that the lattice 

mismatch between cubic GaN and GaAs (001), the most commonly used substrate to 

grow the cubic structure, is nearly 20 %

The bandgap of cubic GaN is by now reasonably well studied and measured It is 

generally accepted in the literature that the bandgap of cubic GaN is approximately 

200 meV smaller than the hexagonal one Recently, by employing photoluminescence 

(PL) measurements, several authors have assigned an energy o f 3 274 eV to the donor 

exciton transition (D-X) in cubic GaN [20-21] The 3 274 eV transition line showed 

the characteristics of an excitomc transition upon change of temperature or excitation 

energy, analogously to the (D-X) transition at 3 473 eV in hexagonal GaN [22] The 

donor acceptor (D-A) transition energy for cubic GaN is found to be 3 178 eV, which

22
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was further confirmed by the results obtained from temperature dependent PL [20] 

The binding energies for the donor and acceptor impurities in cubic GaN were 

measured to be approximately 25 meV and 90 meV, respectively [19-20] Recently, 

Xu et al [23] reported that there should exist three different types o f acceptor levels 

(compared to one as reported previously [21]) in cubic GaN, which are about 130 

meV, 342 mev and 447 meV above the valence band At present, there is no evidence 

concerning the nature of the acceptor or the donor However, the conclusions of these 

studies [19-20] seem clear regarding the actual bandgap energy, l e the low 

temperature band gap o f cubic GaN is close to 3 30 eV, while the exciton binding

energy is about 26 meV below the conduction band [22]
*

2 2 Brief History of the growth of GaN

i ' i i i 1 1 r „ , i i

Gallium Nitride (GaN) was first synthesized in powder,form early in the-20th century 

by Johnson [24] This early work was based on the available technique of halide 

vapour ̂  phase epitaxy (HVPE) [25], using gallium chloride to .transport Ga and 

ammonia as the source for the N, respectively The bulk-like matenal with the 

thickness o f ~ 100 jam could be easily produced by this technique, and was suitable 

for the preliminary studies o f many physical properties [26]

Dunng the last two decades, the enormous success o f advanced epitaxial growth

!
techniques such as organometalhc vapor phase epitaxy (MOCVD) [27-28] or
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molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [29-30], have made it possible to grow high quality 

GaN and related compound semiconductor such as AlGaN or InGaN Layers with 

thickness down to monolayer dimension with atomic precision have also been grown 

However, MOCVD appears to be more successful than MBE for GaN mainly due to 

the higher throughput and demonstrated superior material quality [28]

In the MOCVD process, a thin film is deposited through a chemical reaction 

occurring between metal orgamc precursors and hydrides on a hot substrate surface 

[27-28] GaN, for’ example, can be grown by introducing tnmethylgallium (TMGa) 

and ammonia (NH3) simultaneously into the reaction chamber equipped with a 

substrate heated to high temperatures Although the MOCVD epitaxial growth 

process is relatively simple, researchers faced several challenges in the 1980s to 

achieve device quality nitride films One of the mam difficulties is due to the stability 

of NH3 against dissociation In order to maintain film stoichiometry dunng growth, a 

high pressure of NH3 (~ 0 5-1 atm) and high growth temperature (>1000 °C) are

generally required to enhance the thermal dissociation of ammonia However, these

t 1extreme MOCVD conditions create a region o f turbulence at the substrate This 

situation becomes worst at higher growth temperatures where thermal convection will 

cause an even more turbulent flow As a result, GaN islands rather than 2 dimensional 

epitaxial growth will be formed on the substrate [27]

In early 1990, Nakamura et al [31] reported a novel ’’two flow” reactor design that 

overcame this problem (see Fig 2 4) The source gases (mam flow) were introduced
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parallel to the substrate surface similar to the conventional horizontal reactor. A 

second flow (subflow) consisting o f equal amount o f N2 and H2 was introduced from 

above the substrate surface (see Fig. 2.4), to suppress thermal convection and thus 

keep the reactants on the substrate surface. Without the subflow, the growth is not 

two-dimensional and only GaN islands are formed.

Subflow 
N2 and H2

Chapter 2 Gallium Nitride Material System - Epitaxial Growth and Physical
Properties

Substrate i n  m  n  r v
▼ Main Flow

H2 + NH3 and TMGa

Temperature~1000 °C

Figure 2.4 A schematic diagram o f a typical MOCVD GaN reactor.

Another obstacle to the growth o f single crystalline GaN thin films is the lack o f  

substrates with matching lattice constants and thermal expansion coefficients. 

Sapphire (Al203) is the most widely used substrate (due to its relatively low cost, 

availability in large area wafers, and its large band gap energy) in spite o f a lattice 

mismatch o f -16% and a large difference in the thermal expansion coefficient with
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GaN In the mid-1980’s, the Japanese research group led by Amano [32] developed a 

two-step process using c-plane sapphire They first grew a buffer layer o f AIN (-200  

A) at low temperature followed by the GaN mam layer The use of a thin buffer layer 

was believed to enhance two-dimensional nucleation so that a layer by layer growth 

mechanism was achieved The crystal quality was good and the layers showed that 

earner concentrations of unintentionally n-doped matenal was reduced from 1019 to 

1017 cm"3 while the Hall mobility was increased from 50 to 400 cm2/V s at room 

temperature In early 1990, Nakamura and coworkers from the Nichia Chemical 

Company [33] used a similar approach in which a GaN buffer layer was grown at low 

temperature High quality GaN films were achieved with background n-type earner 

concentration of 4 x 10 cm" and Hall mobility around 600 cm A^s

GaN thin films grown directly on a sapphire substrate contain high densities of 

structural line and plane defects The most dominant defects are threading dislocations
V,

8 10that are nearly parallel to the c-axis [34] Their density ranges between 10 to 10 

cm'3 even with several \im  thick films Besides threading dislocations, stacking faults, 

inversion domain boundaries and edge dislocations are also present near the interface 

[35-37] These structural defects are generated due to the large lattice mismatch (-16  

%) and thermal expansion coefficient difference (-80%) between the GaN film and 

the sapphire substrate However, contrary to other matenals used for optoelectronic 

applications such as III-V arsenides or phosphides, where the dislocation densities 

above 104 cm 3 clearly affect the device performance, the fabncation of bnght LEDs 

with long life-time is possible with GaN or other mtnde compound semiconductors
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[38] with dislocation densities greater than 108 cm 3 It appears that dislocations in III- 

V nitrides are not associated with electrically active defects, which would act as 

nonradiative recombination centers and limit the lifetime o f the device

With all the vital contributions from this research, highly efficient blue GaN based 

LEDs and LDs are now commercially available [38-40] The high brightness LEDs 

operate from either a single or multiple quantum well p-n junctions grown on 

electrically insulating sapphire [40] Blue (AlN)GaN solid states lasers have also been 

demonstrated by several groups Lifetime of these lasers exceeds 10, 000 hours [41] 

One potential application of the blue laser diode could be their incorporation into 

optical reading and writing o f data on compact disks which would greatly increase the 

disk storage density, due to the reduction m the diffraction-limited size o f the 

focussed spot

2 3 Pulsed Laser Deposition of GaN

In this project, the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [42] technique was employed to 

grow GaN In this technique, a pulsed laser is focused on a target to create a plasma, 

which then expands and recondenses on a suitable substrate (see Fig 2 5) The growth 

process is performed either in a vacuum, in the presence o f a buffer (i e Argon) or a 

reactive gas (i e oxygen or N2) environment

Chapter 2 Gallium Nitride Material System - Epitaxial Growth and Physical
Properties
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Figure 2.5 A schematic diagram o f a typical PLD system.

In brief, the PLD process for the epitaxial growth o f GaN can be divided into three 

stages [42-43J:

1) The creation of nitrogen and gallium species in the laser ablation plasma.

2) The arrival o f those energetic species onto the heated substrate.

3) The epitaxial growth o f GaN.

Compared to the MOCVD and MBE techniques, PLD is a relatively new growth 

technique that has been widely used for the growth o f oxide thin films- such as 

ferroelectric or superconducting [42], but rarely used for III-V compound 

semiconductors. Several features o f the PLD technique make it worthy o f study as a 

technique for growing GaN thin films. The congruent nature o f laser ablation allows 

the deposition o f multi-component materials using only a single target. Furthermore,
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multiple targets can be loaded inside the chamber on a rotating holder, and 

sequentially exposed to the laser beam, thereby enabling in situ growth of 

heterostructures [43] The growth rate achieved by PLD can be varied by the 

expenmental conditions such as the laser repetition rate

Recently, several authors [43-50] have reported the growth of GaN epilayers using the 

PLD technique These authors have also studied some o f the thm film properties in 

order to assess and optimize thm film quality The mam conclusions from their work 

are as follows
i

a) High quality GaN could be successfully grown by the ablation of polycrystalhne 

GaN targets in vacuum, nitrogen or ammonia backgrounds The optical and 

structural properties were greatly improved for GaN grown at high substrate 

temperatures (l e >650 °C) However, the growth rate was reduced for matenal 

grown at higher temperatures (l e > 950 °C), an effect which was attnbuted to 

gallium desorption [44-45]

b) The stacking fault parallel to the interface and screw dislocations along the c-axis 

were observed in GaN grown by PLD [46] * ' 1

i

c) The thermal cleaning of the substrate surface and the "two-step" (i e GaN buffer 

layer) growth procedure were found to improve the crystalline quality and surface 

morphology of GaN grown on Sapphire (0001) [47]
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d) GaN thin films were successfully grown on different substrates (sapphire and 

fused silica) by ablating a liquid target gallium metal, at a substrate temperature of 

600°C in the presence of ammonia gas [43]

e) Wurtzite structure GaN was grown on a S i( l l l )  substrate using liquid target
iV

gallium with a pulsed nitrogen gas source Great improvements in structural and
t

optical properties were observed in GaN grown at the relatively high temperature 

of 700°C using this experimental configuration [48]
j

f) Ternary nitride compounds (l e AlxGai_xN [49] and GaNxAsi_x [50]) were 

successfully grown by PLD m an ammonia atmosphere

 ̂g) GaN thm films with very narrow XRD hnewidth (80 arc sec) were successfully
j

grown using a liquid gallium target m conjunction with an atomic nitrogen source 

A very low rms surface roughness (-14 A) was observed in these conditions [51]

h) The effects o f the N2 overpressure on the properties o f GaN thm films were 

studied The grain sizes were found to decrease for samples grown at higher
t *

nitrogen pressure (> 0  1 Torr)[52]

1

We note that high quality GaN thm films were successfully grown by those authors 

although a wide range o f different expenmental conditions were used [44-52] For 

example, target conditions such as liquid or molten Ga, or pressed polycrystalhne
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GaN, were all used in various growth temperature or pressure of nitrogen or 

ammonia. This by some means suggests that there may exist certain ‘common 

features’ within the laser plasma formation and expansion among all these PLD 

experimental conditions, which eventually result in the growth o f high quality GaN.
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CHAPTER 3 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS

In this chapter, the experimental principles and techniques used in this work are 

described Two different types o f Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) systems, namely 

solid target PLD and liquid target PLD, used in this work will be presented in section 

3 1 for an understanding o f the GaN film preparation process The mam 

characterisation methods employed in this work, X-ray diffraction (XRD) and 

photoluminescence (PL), are also descnbed A bnef introduction to the Dual Laser 

Photoabsorption (DLP) technique is also included and methods used to study the GaN
i

plasma plume are outlined The growth of GaN and XRD measurements were earned 

out in the Physics Department o f Tnmty College, while the PL, DLP, Raman and 

atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements were all earned out in the School of  

Physical Sciences at Dublin City University

3 1 Pulsed Laser Deposition System

The GaN samples used in our research were grown by using either a solid- or a liquid- 

target in a PLD system The former will be covered m section 3 11 and the latter will 

be discussed in section 3 12  The PLD system using a solid target was available from 

previous research work while the liquid target system was build as part of our 

research
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3.1.1 Solid Target Pulsed Laser Deposition System

The system consisted o f an ultra high vacuum (UHV) chamber, equipped with a leak 

valve to introduce external gases (such as N2) during deposition. A schematic diagram 

o f this system is shown in Fig. 3.1. It is pumped by a 220 Is'1 ion pump backed up by 

a 60 Is'1 turbo-molecular pump. The system was baked up at 120 °C for 24 hours and 

the pressure in the chamber was reduced to less than 10'7 Torr. A loadlock was used 

to transfer targets and substrates without breaking o f the vacuum in the main chamber.

Mirror

GaN Target

Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram (top view) o f PLD system

A multiple target carousel capable o f holding up to four different target materials was 

used in this system. The target pellets were prepared by pressing GaN (99.99%)
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powder at 5 x 104 N cm'2, followed by heating at 700 °C in an N2 atmosphere for 24 

hours to improve the mechanical strength o f the target. This approach has been used 

by several authors [1-2] to prepare polycrystalline GaN targets suitable for laser 

ablation. A Lambda-Physik LPX100 KrF excimer laser, which delivers 23 ns full 

width at half maximum (FWHM) pulses at a wavelength o f 248 nm and energies up to 

200 mJ, was used to ablate the target material at a repetition rate o f 10 Hz.

Sapphire (0001) was used as the substrate in these experiments. The substrate was 

heated to 700°C in a radiative-type heater, consisting o f a tungsten filament wound on 

a ceramic tube. The substrate was placed into a stainless steel holder and inserted into 

the centre o f the ceramic tube. The temperature is measured by a K-type 

thermocouple fixed at the back o f the substrate. A schematic diagram o f heater is 

shown in Fig. 3.2. A temperature controller was used to monitor and maintain the 

temperature. The maximum temperature achievable with this heater is ~ 700 °C.

Sapphire
substrate

Stainless steel 
holder

K-type thermocouple

Ceramic holder

Tungsten filament

Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram (cross section) o f the radiative-type heater used in 
the system
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In this work, the GaN thm films were grown in a nitrogen (N2) atmosphere at 

substrate temperature o f -700 °C The substrate was kept at a distance o f ~3 cm from 

the target surface at a pressure of 2 2 x 1 0 1 Torr No intentional buffer layer was used 

in this study and the thickness o f the GaN films grown were -0  4 |im, which was 

measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements (see Chapter 4)

<

3 1 2  Liquid Target Pulsed Laser Deposition System

This system consisted o f an upright (1 e vertical) UHV chamber with a liquid gallium 

(Ga) target positioned horizontally at the bottom o f the chamber A schematic 

diagram of this system is shown in Fig 3 3

The KrF excimer laser was focussed by a quartz lens using two mirrors (Fig 3 3 

Mirror 1 -  normal “45°” mirror, mirror 2 -  custom made “22 5°” mirror), and guided 

through a quartz window onto the Ga target The Ga target was kept liquid in a 

stainless steel cup A two lens system was used to achieve a uniform beam on the 

target An aperture was used to select the uniform portion of the beam This aperture 

is then imaged, and then de-magmfied, onto the target surface By moving Lens 1 

with respect to the aperture, the fluence on the target could be varied while keeping 

the spot size on target constant The maximum energy density arriving on the liquid 

gallium target was -  8 J/cm2
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K-type Thermocouple

UHV Chamber

Figure 3.3 Schematic diagram (side view) o f the liquid target PLD system

Prior to the growth, the chamber was evacuated to -1 0 “6 Torr by a 60 1 s"1 turbo pump 

backed by a rotary pump. The turbo pump was turned off during the growth and a 

mechanical pump was used to maintain the necessary vacuum conditions during the 

growth process. High purity N2 (99.995%) gas was used as the nitrogen source during 

the growth. N2 gas was introduced into the growth chamber through a needle valve, 

with a flow rate o f ~  3 seem (i.e. standard centimetre cube per minute) as measured by
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a flowmeter and sprayed over the surface of the growing GaN film (see Fig 3 3) We 

found that better films were grown when the end of the nozzle supplying the N2 was 

placed at a distance of ~5 mm close to the substrate The chamber pressure was kept 

constant at 5 Torr for all the experiments We found that no epitaxial growth could be 

achieved for pressures less than 3 Torr The target-substrate distance was kept at 5 cm 

such that the glow o f the ablation plume was seen to just touch the surface o f the 

substrate

Silver paint was used to attach the substrate to the silicon mtnde (SiN) heater The 

temperature is measured by a K-type thermocouple which was attached directly on the 

substrate The substrate temperature could be adjusted by regulating the alternating 

voltage applied across the heater via a temperature controller The calibration curve 

for temperature vs voltage is shown in Fig 3 4 below

Voltage (V)

Figure 3 4 Calibration curve for substrate heater
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The thin film growth was monitored by measuring the in situ thin film reflectivity 

during the deposition process. A schematic diagram for the system is shown in Fig. 

3.5 below.

Growth Chamber

PC For acquisition & Display

Figure 3.5 Schematic diagram o f  the Reflectivity System 

A laser beam light from a laser diode was incident on the growing film at an angle o f  

45°. The reflected signal was collected by a fast Si photodiode and sent through a lock 

in amplifier. This signal was sampled at 0.5 Hz and observed in real time on a 

computer. This method has the advantages o f being non-destructive and applicable to 

most deposition environments. The theoretical interpretation o f the optical reflectivity 

can be found in [3]. In our work, we only used the reflectivity measurements to check 

the presence o f  a thin film during growth through the observation o f a fringe pattern. 

We did not use the reflectivity data to extract any thin film parameters. A typical 

reflectivity curve is shown in Fig. 3.6.
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Time (s)

Figure 3 6 Typical reflectivity curve of GaN thin film grown under nitrogen 
atmosphere

In our first set o f expenments on the growth of GaN using a liquid Ga target, the 

substrate temperature was varied between 500 °C and 860 ?C for samples grown 

directly on the sapphire (0001) We did not employ any buffer layer or substrate pre

treatment for these samples The optimum growth temperature of -  800 °C was found 

for these samples based on the results obtained from photoluminescence and x-ray 

diffraction data
i

Keeping the optimum growth temperature constant, we replaced the sapphire by a

t
"epi-ready" semi-msulating GaAs (001) substrate A 40 nm thm GaN buffer layer was 

grown on the GaAs (001) substrate at 500 °C pnor to the growth of the mam layer 

This was to prevent thermal decomposition of the GaAs substrate at the growth 

temperature o f 800 °C The thickness o f all the samples grown with the liquid target 

was -1  |xm as measured by a profilometer
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3.2 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) System

All the films prepared in this study were characterised immediately after deposition 

by an X-Ray diffraction system (Model: Siemens Diffrac 500) operated in ”0-20” 

mode. The geometry o f the system is illustrated in Fig. 3.7 below.

(  o —
X-ray tube

\
Rotate by 20

Rotate by 0

Figure 3.7 Schematic diagram o f the XRD system operated in ”0-20” mode

In this configuration, the film is held at the center o f the diffractometer and is rotated 

by an angle o f 0 through an axis in the sample, while the detector is rotated through 

the same axis by the corresponding angle o f 20. The reflection from CuKcci radiation 

was detected from the samples. A voltage o f 40 kV and current o f 30 mA were used 

in all the XRD measurements. The theoretical 2 x Bragg angles for both cubic and 

hexagonal GaN are tabulated in table 3.1 [11].
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Cubic GaN Hexagonal GaN

Peak
2 x Bragg 
Angle (20)

Relative
Intensity
(Theory)

Peak
2 x Bragg 

Angle (20)

Relative
Intensity
(Theory)

(111) 34 4 18 80 (1010) 32 2 7 60
(002) 40 0 7 98 (0002) 34 6 18 50
(220) 57 8 4 86 (1011) 36 8 8 47
(311) 69 0 2 10 (1012) 48 4 163

(222) 72 6 1 33 (112 0) 57 8 4 84

Table 3 1 Theoretical XRD data for cubic and hexagonal GaN

3 3 Photoluminescence (PL) 

3 3 1 Photoluminescence in Semiconductors

Photoluminescence (PL) [4] is a widely used optical probing technique for the 

characterization o f III-V semiconductors and their alloys This is because PL is a
i

simple and direct method for providing adequate information on the material for a 

reasonable investment in equipment and time PL is used to understand the 

fundamental band structure (i e bandgap energy), as well as to characterise the optical 

quality (l e PL linewidth) o f the material A general description of the band structure 

in semiconductors is included in Appendix B

i
The optical properties o f a semiconductor are connected with both intrinsic and

' i
extrinsic effects Intrinsic optical transitions are the band-to-band transition, including
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exciton effects, and also earner- related absorption processes Extrinsic properties are 

related to dopants or defects, which usually create discrete electronics states in the 

bandgap, and therefore influence both the optical absorption and emission processes 

It will be shown in Chapter 4 and 5 that the optical properties o f our GaN matenal are
i

indeed strongly influenced by both intrinsic- and extrinsic- effects
i
i

In brief, PL in semiconductors is the radiative recombination o f non-equilibnum 

individual or coupled charge earners generated by absorption of electromagnetic 

radiation with suitable energy The charged earners may be (a) free electrons or holes 

occupying energy levels m the conduction or valence bands respectively, (b) electrons 

and holes bound to ionized impunties, or (c) excitons (electron-hole pairs coupled by 

Coulomb interaction at low temperature) Excitons may move through the crystal 

lattice o f the semiconductor (free excitons), or become localised at active point 

defects such as impunty atoms or at interfaces (known as bound excitons) Normally, 

the photoluminescence will involve three separate steps

• Excitation Charge earners have to be excited by an external source o f energy 

such as He-Cd,laser'  ̂ f

• Thermahsation The excited charge earners relax towards a quasi-thermal 

equilibnum distribution

• Recombination The thermahsed charge earners recombine radiatively to produce 

emission which may be detected by a suitable detector
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Most o f the PL measurements are performed at low temperature (typically 5K) This 

is because m this temperature region, only the ground level o f the defect is 

appreciably populated and the recombination spectra only involve the ground state 

Optical band to band transition is the process whereby an electron in the valence band 

can be excited into the conduction band by absorbing a photon from an incident light 

beam For this to happen the photon energy m the beam must clearly be greater than 

the bandgap energy In our study, the He-Cd laser, which delivered a photon energy 

of 3 82 eV (325 nm), is used to excite electron-hole pairs in GaN which has a 

fundamental bandgap of 3 5 eV The commonly observed PL emission lines in GaN 

have been discussed in Chapter 2 (section 2 1)

The manner in which the total photoluminescence intensity o f a material system 

vanes with the sample temperature, will provide detailed information on both the 

defects and the corresponding activation energy of the shallow levels ansing from the 

crystal imperfection within the matenal In most semiconductors, the behaviour of the 

earners can be well represented by an Arrhenius- type plot For simplicity, consider a 

case where all the different types o f traps or defects can be represented by a single 

energy level This can be visualised in the following manner In the low temperature 

region, the electrons are captured by an intermediate energy level (due to defects or 

impunties) However, as the temperature increases the defect centres can no longer 

capture the electrons since they are ionized off due to the increase in the thermal 

energy
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In general, the PL emission efficiency ( 77 ) can be written as [5]

where Pr and Pnr are the radiative and non-radiative transition probabilities 

respectively

As the electrons are thermally ionised to higher energy level, the non-radiative 

transitions can be assumed to have a temperature dependence represented by the

where °Pnr is the temperature-independent constant for the earner, AEa and k are the

activation energy and Boltzman constant, respectively In practise at a given T, the PL 

intensity should behave according to [5]

where Io is the maximum value o f the PL intensity for a matenal system

From (3 1), (3 2 ) and (3 3) one can obtain the following expression for a single energy 

level system

following expression

(3 2)

(3 3)
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IJr  ------------------'- ^ r  <3 4 >
1 l + t'.exp l-

0Pwhere C{ -  However, equation (3 4) should be modified to accommodate the

case o f  a material system with multiple energy levels (due to various types of 

impurities or defect centres) The PL intensity in this situation is giving by the 

following expression

/ ( r ) = - ^ — 7° _ AF /  <35>
1 + '£ j Cn exp( y kT )

n = 1

This equation will be applied later in this work to investigate the material properties 

of our PLD-grown samples The corresponding activation energies for the exciton, the
l

donor and the acceptor energy level in the samples will also be deduced, and the 

origin o f these earners will be discussed as well

3 3.2 Experimental Setup

The PL apparatus used in this work is schematically shown in Fig 3 8 The excitaton 

source is a He-Cd laser with a power density o f 0 3 W/cm2 and a laser spot size of 

about 2 mm A low pass glass filter placed directly in the front o f the laser serves to 

suppress UV laser lines Samples are mounted in an Oxford Instruments continuous 

flow He cryostat (CF1204) and can be cooled down to 4K with liquid Helium A PID 

temperature controller was also connected to the 25 Q heater on the sample mount
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This temperature controller was specifically intended for use in cryogenic applications 

and by controlling the output o f  the heater the desired experimental temperature can 

be achieved. This temperature controller allowed the temperature to be adjusted 

within 0.1K. The PL radiation form the sample is collected by lens 1 and then 

focussed by the second lens 2 onto the slit o f the monochromator (see Fig. 3.8). The 

PL signal was dispersed by a grating monochromator with a resolution o f  0.1 nm, and 

was detected using a GaAs photomultiplier (PMT). The output signals were digitized 

and displayed on a computer which controls the whole PL apparatus.

He-Cd Laser

Monochromator

GaAs PMT
a • • InterfacePC For Acquisition 

& Display

Figure 3.8 Schematic diagram o f the PL experimental apparatus
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3 4 Dual Laser Plasma (DLP) Photoabsorption Technique

When the output o f a high power Q-switched laser is focussed on a solid target in 

vacuum, a dense plasma is formed It constitutes an intense source o f extreme 

ultraviolet and X-ray radiation The inherent time-resolved nature o f the laser plasma 

light source is suited to the study of the dynamics o f transient species, including 

plasmas themselves [6] The technique of probing the structure and dynamics o f a 

laser plasma using the light emitted by another laser plasma is known as the Dual 

Laser Plasma (DLP) photoabsorption technique [6] DLP is capable o f probing the 

absorbing plasma in different conditions Spectra o f ionised species are obtained when

( j,
probing the spectra in different spatial-temporal regimes, thus introducing selectivity

11
of absorbing species DLP is also a powerful analytical tool, finding application in the 

study o f the processes governing the deposition process in PLD growth technique [7]
i

In this work, we measured the in situ expansion dynamics o f ablation plumes of Ga 

and GaN target using DLP

3 4 1  Experimental Setup

A DLP photoabsorption experiment involves probing a sample plasma plume under 

different experimental conditions, with temporal (introduced by the control o f the 

delay between the firing of the lasers) as well as spatial (introduced by the use o f X-Y 

manipulators) resolution The technique basically involves the recording of two 

spectra The first spectrum, denoted I0, is the background emission generated by a 

high Z target plasma such as tungsten The second spectrum, denoted Ii, is the
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transmitted spectrum after I0 has passed through the sample ablation plume (Ga or 

GaN, see Fig. 3.9). The details o f the experimental setup in DCU can be obtained in 

ref [6]. From Beer-Lambert Absorption Law [8];

Ij = I0 exp (-aNL) (3.1)

where aN = linear absorption coefficient o f plasma 

L = absorbing column length

Ii and I0 are obtained experimentally. By plotting ln(Ii/I0) vs photon energy, it is thus 

possible to deduce the absorption coefficient o f  various species (such as Ga+) in the 

expanding laser ablation plume.

Tungsten

Laser 1 Laser 2

Ga or GaN target

► To Detector

Vacuum
Chamber

Figure 3.9 Schematic diagram(Top view) o f the DLP photoabsorption technique.
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3 4 2 Experimental Description

In our experiments, Ga metal and polycrystallme GaN ablation plasmas were created 

by the 1064 nm radiation delivered by a 300 mJ, 15 ns Nd YAG laser focussed to a 

fluence o f (10±2) J cm"2 on the targets The background pressure was kept constant at 

5X10“6 mbar and no gaseous atmosphere was used The extreme UV probe beam was 

generated m a second laser produced plasma and had a duration o f -1 0  ns It could be 

fired up to 10 jis after the creation o f the absorbing plasma, through which it defined a 

cross-sectional area o f (0 3 mmxO 5 mm) [9] in the direction perpendicular to the 

direction o f expansion (see Fig 3 10) The target was mounted on a precise X-Y  

manipulator which allowed different parts o f  the plasma to be scanned The photon 

energy o f the probe beam is tuned to the 3d ~*5p transition from the ground state o f  

Ga+ at -  30 eV

y
GaN Plasma Plume

Ga or GaN Target

Figure 3 10 Schematic diagram o f  the GaN plasma plume (side view)
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CHAPTER 4 

Properties of GaN grown by Solid Target Pulsed Laser Deposition 

Technique in Nitrogen Atmosphere

In this chapter, some properties and characteristics o f GaN thin films grown with the 

solid target pulsed laser deposition (PLD) system are presented, with the emphasis 

placed on the optical properties obtained using photoluminescence (PL) GaN thin 

films with ~0 4 pm  thickness without any intentional buffer layer were successfully 

grown on a (0001) sapphire in a pure nitrogen atmosphere In these experiments, a 

polycrystalhne GaN target was used The target was prepared following the method 

outlined in Chapter 3 The surface morphology was investigated by atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) while the crystalline quality was studied using X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) spectroscopy The optical properties o f the material- were studied by 

photoluminescence down to a temperature o f 4 2 K Activation energies for various 

transitions lines were derived from the temperature dependent PL measurement A 

simple model predicting the ongin of the 3 43 eV transition line was suggested 

Room temperature Raman scattering measurements were also earned out
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4.1 Surface Morphology

The atomic force microscopy (AFM) results for the edge and centre o f our samples 

are shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 respectively.

Digital Instruments NanoScope 
Scan size 80.00 v m
Scan rate 1.001 Hz
Number of samples 256
Image Data Height
Data scale 1.000 urn

X 20.000 um/div 0 deg
2 200.000 nm/diu

Figure 4.1 3-D AFM image o f a GaN thin film taken near the edge o f the sample

Fig. 4.1 shows that the thickness o f the films is -0 .4  ¿im which indicates a growth rate 

o f 0.1 |im/hr in our experimental conditions (i.e. overall growth time -  4 hours). This 

is an order o f magnitude lower than the growth rates achieved by MOCVD [1] and 

MBE [2-4] techniques (i.e. typical growth rate -  1 jum/hr). Since these are carried out 

in an ammonia environment, one can partly attribute this difference in the growth rate
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to the difference in the chemical nature o f the nitrogen source. The triple bond o f N2 

has dissociation energy o f  9.8 eV, which is much higher compared with a value o f 3.5 

eV for the N-H single bond in ammonia [5-6]. Thus, in PLD a large amount of  

nitrogen will remain in molecular form at the substrate and will not contribute to the 

epitaxial growth o f GaN. The AFM image taken near the centre o f the sample is 

shown in Fig. 4.2 below.

M ean : 0.108 nm  
R aw  M ean: 8.667 nm  
R m s(R g) : 19.051 nm  
M ean  R oughness : 6.641 nm

Digital Instruments NanoScope 
Scan size 15.00 mm

Scan rate 2.001 Hz
Number of samples 256
IMage Data 
Data scale

Height 
1.500 um

i ] view angle 
light angle

X 5.000 jjm/div 0 deg
Z 1500.000 nn/div

Figure 4.2 3-D AFM image o f a GaN thin film taken around the centre o f the

sample.
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The image in Fig 4 2 shows that the sample has a smoother surface morphology near 

its centre This phenomenon can be attnbuted to the mhomogeneous nature of a laser 

ablation plume, which favours droplet formation near the edge of the film [7] The 

quality o f the matenal in the edge of the PLD grown sample is generally poor due to 

the relatively non-energetic (smaller kinetic energy) o f the species arriving in this 

region, compared to the species that arrive in the centre of the sample The rms
j

roughness in the centre of our sample is -19  1 nm, which is considerably higher than 

that o f GaN grown by MOCVD [8] or MBE [9] in optimised conditions (l e ~7nm) 

However, the surface morphology of our sample is regarded as comparable to those 

results as neither a buffer layer or special substrate treatments were used in our

growth [ 10] ' '

,

t

4 2 Crystalline Structure

Figure 4 3 shows a typical “0-20” XRD measurement Besides expected sapphire 

(AI2O3) peaks associated with the (0001) orientation at 43 5° and 87 0°, the pattern 

clearly shows the peaks associate with the (OOOl) family o f planes in ,hexagonal-GaN 

which has a strong (0001) texture normal to the substrate [11] (see Table 3 1) The 

full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the XRD curve for the (0002) peak (labelled

as "A") was found to be -1  4 0 A relatively weak (1011) peak (1 e -  0 2)
* 7(0002)

was observed at 20 -  38° This peak was not observed in GaN grown by PLD m

Chapter 4 Properties of GaN grown by Solid Target Pulsed Laser Deposition
Technique in Nitrogen Atmosphere
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ammonia atmosphere [11] The relatively weak shoulder peak (labelled as "B") at 

lower angle could be due to the presence o f a small fraction o f cubic GaN(20~34 4°) 

embedded in the hexagonal (20-34 6°) structure (cubic phase- GaN has a smaller 

bond length than hexagonal phase- GaN) m our samples [13-14] This will be later
i

confirmed through the temperature dependent PL measurements to be presented in the 

following sections , ,

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

20 (Degree)

Figure 4 3 20 X-ray diffraction scans
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4 3 Optical Properties

For a detailed evaluation o f the film optical properties, temperature dependent 

photoluminescence (PL) and room temperature Raman scattering measurements were 

earned out The results are shown in section 4 3 1 and 4 3 2

4 3.1 Photoluminescence Study

A typical low temperature (4 K) PL spectrum for GaN as prepared in this study is 

shown in Figure 4 4 Generally the hneshape of the spectrum appears similar to that of 

GaN grown by HVPE [15] The yellow band around 2 2-2 3 eV, which is thought to 

be related to defects such as Ga vacancy [16-17], is virtually absent in our samples

Photon energy (eV)

Figure 4 4 4 2 K photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of GaN measured at a laser

excitation power o f 0 3 W/cm2 A very weak yellow band is observed 

around ~2 2 eV
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Fig. 4.5 shows the expanded view o f the PL spectra near the band edge emission. In 

order to estimate the relative contribution o f each transition to the total intensity, all 

the spectra were fitted by Lorentzian functions with the help o f the commercial 

software package Origin 5.0. The donor-bound exciton (D-X) transition with a 

FWHM of 16.5 meV (from fitting) is observed at 3.475 eV. This is considered 

comparable with the values (5-10 meV) obtained for GaN grown by MOCVD or 

MBE [13, 16]. The neutral donor to acceptor (D-A) transition is observed at 3.278 

eV, with a transition corresponding to a phonon replica o f 92 meV at 3.186 eV [16] 

We also measured a strong band around 3.43 eV (3.4327 eV). It was previously 

observed only in HVPE grown samples and the corresponding peak energy position 

varied slightly according to the authors (Le. peak position: 3.41 eV [5, 21], 3.42 

eV[18] and 3.45 eV [15]). The nature o f this peak will be discussed by considering 

the temperature dependent PL measurements in the next paragraph.

Photon Energy (eV)

Figure 4.5 Expanded view o f the PL spectrum between 3.1 and 3.5 eV
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The temperature dependence o f our PL spectra is shown in Fig.4.6, The (D-X) line is 

quenched as the temperature is increased from 4 to 40 K, which is in agreement with 

the work o f other authors [18-19]. This effect is attributed to the thermal dissociation 

o f the bound exciton towards the free exciton. It is o f interest to note that the yellow 

band was almost invisible in our measurement even when the temperature was 

increased to 150 K. This is considered to be an indication o f good film quality [13].

w
5
c

2e

£
■8«

O
z

Photon Energy (eV)

Figure 4. 6 Temperature dependence o f PL spectra o f GaN

The donor-acceptor (D-A) transitions and the corresponding LO phonon replica 

located at 3.278 eV and 3.186 eV, shift to higher energy and emerge as the dominant 

peaks at temperatures above 40 K. This behavior is a common feature for the (D-A) 

transitions which transform into a band-acceptor (i.e. (e-A)) transition at higher
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temperatures due to donor ionisation [16] The 3 43 eV peak shifts slightly to higher 

energy by approximately 3 meV as the temperature is increased from 4 K to 20 K 

However, a further increase in the temperature (for T>20 K) results in the quenching 

of this peak This was also reported by Fischer et al [5] for GaN grown by HVPE

In order to estimate the thermal activation energies o f the (D-X), (D-A) and 3 43 eV 

transitions, their integrated intensities were plotted as a function o f 1/T The 

integrated intensities were obtained by numerically integrating the surface area under 

each of the fitted Lorentzian functions We observed that the width of the peaks 

increased with the temperature For those PL spectra obtained at a temperature less 

than 40 K, the fitting procedure was performed under the assumption that four 

different types o f peaks (l e (D-X), 3 43 eV, (D-A) and lLA-(D-A)) exist within the 

spectra An initial FWHM of 10 meV was used for all four transitions For the spectra 

obtained in the temperature range from 70 to 150 K, the fitting was performed under 

the assumption that only two peaks (l e (D-A) and lLA-(D-A)) substantially 

contributed to the intensity spectra This is because the intensities o f the (D-X) and 

3 43 eV peaks are within the noise level o f the spectra (see Fig 4 6) and the fitted 

results for these two peaks become unrealistic in this case The PL spectra taken at 60 

K were fitted by assuming that the three transitions (D-A), 1 LA-(D-A) and 3 43 eV, 

respectively, contributed to the overall intensity, the intensity contnbution of the (D- 

X) transition being negligible The corresponding plots o f integrated intensities vs 

photon energy are presented in Fig 4 7
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l/T (K'1)

Figure 4.7 Integrated intensities o f the (D-X), (D-A) and 3.43 eV transitions as a

function o f —. The dotted lines are best fitted curves.
T

The model presented in Section 3.3 is now used to obtain the required parameters:

m i
T — A f

1 + C, exp( a ) i fv k T

(4.1)

m i
T — \ F

1 + C, exp( a ) + C2 exp 
kT

' - A E b '
kT

(4.2)

Equation (4.1) should apply when the carriers involved in the recombination are 

thermally dissociated from the defects with an activation energy Ea. Whereas, 

Equation (4.2) should hold when the carriers are thermally dissociated from the two 

defects with activation energies o f Ea and Eb, respectively. A non-linear least square
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fitting program was used to determine which one of equation (4 1) or (4 2) best fitted
i

the expenmental data o f Fig 4 7 The best-fit curves are represented as dotted line on 

the figure and the activation energies o f Ea and Eb derived from the fit are tabulated in 

Table 4 1 below

Peaks Ea (meV) Eb (meV)

(D-X) 10 0 ± 3 ----

(D-A) 34 5 ± 3 240 ± 20

3 43 eV 18 0 ± 3 ----

Table 4 1 Activation energy of Ea and Eb denved from the best fitted curves

The variations of the intensity o f the (D-X) transition as a function o f were found

to be well presented by Equation (4 1) It quenches with a donor activation energy of 

(10 0 ± 3) meV This value is in good agreement with measurements o f the binding 

energy o f the donor bound exciton which range between 5 8 meV and 6 5 meV 

Equation (4 2) best represented the behaviour of the (D-A) transition for activation 

energies in the low and high temperature range of 34 5 meV (Ea) and 240 meV (Eb) 

respectively E a -3 4  5 meV, which dominates at lower temperatures (T<80K), is 

reasonably consistent with the shallow Si-like donor (ì e 29 meV) reported by others 

[19] The activation energy of E b~240 meV which dominates at higher temperatures

\
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(T>80K) is in good agreement with the residual Mg-like acceptor (i.e. 220-250 meV) 

reported by several authors [16, 19, 20-21].

For the 3.43 eV peak, a thermal activation energy o f ~18 meV is obtained in the low 

temperature range (T<40 K). The origin of the 3.43 eV peak is still debated in the 

literature and it appears to be a common feature o f GaN grown on a GaAs (001) 

substrate [21] or by the HVPE technique [18, 22]. However, this peak is typically 

absent from the PL o f GaN grown by MBE [23] or MOCVD [17] at the higher end of  

the growth temperature range. Fischer et al. [18] attributed the 3.42 eV peak in their 

spectra to the exciton bound within structural defects along the c-axis in hexagonal 

GaN, but the specific nature o f the defects was not discussed. A hydrostatic pressure 

PL experiment reported by Wetzel et al.[24] suggested that 3.42 eV band in their 

spectra may be related to the shallow defects [25] that move with the bandgap. 

Middleton et al. [26] observed a feature at 3.41 eV in the PL measurement o f GaN 

powder. Huang et al. [27] observed a PL feature at 3.40 eV which they attributed to 

oxygen impurities. It is by no means certain, however, that all the peaks around 3.4 

eV observed by these authors have the same origin. The substantial spectral line 

widths in GaN, and the less-readily distinguishable phonon sideband structures make 

the positive identification of a spectral feature based only on its energy position 

subject to doubt.

We suggest that the 3.43 eV band may be due to transitions involving carriers bound 

to extended defects at the interface between cubic and hexagonal phases, with the
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electron localized in the cubic phase and the hole in the hexagonal phase. A certain 

amount o f cubic material may be formed in our films since N2 is less reactive 

(resulting in a nitrogen deficiency) than ammonia or active nitrogen species, 

particularly in the low substrate temperature range (~ 700 °C), and such conditions 

tend to favour the growth o f cubic GaN [25]. Indeed, a mixture o f cubic and 

hexagonal phases was directly observed in a TEM study o f GaN grown by PLD or 

MOCVD in ^-deficient conditions [28]. Similar results were also reported for GaN 

grown at low temperature in an MBE system [25, 29]. Our suggestion for the 3.43 eV 

transition is consistent with the XRD results presented in section 4.2. Hence, we 

assign 18 meV to the thermal activation energy o f carrier bound to the defects at the 

boundary between the cubic and hexagonal phase. The corresponding band diagram is 

shown in Fig. 4.8.

Cubic GaN Hexagonal GaN

Figure 4.8 Schematic diagram o f the band discontinuity at the interface between 

cubic and hexagonal GaN
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This hypothesis may also partially explain the large width o f the peaks in the 3.15- 

3.30 eV energy range in our PL spectra (see Figure 4.5). Several cubic-related GaN 

peaks (such as FE in the cubic phase [30]) may be superimposed onto the (D-A) 

bands in this region. In addition, we are able to provide an explanation for the value o f  

several microseconds for the lifetime of the 3.41 eV in ref. [21], as the electron in the 

cubic phase is spatially separated from the hole in the hexagonal phase before 

radiative recombination.

4.3.2 Raman Spectroscopy Study

In order to confirm the presence of cubic phase GaN in our samples as indicated by 

XRD and PL, a further investigation was carried out using room temperature Raman 

spectroscopy. The measurements were performed on a Micro-Raman spectrometer. 

A general description of the phonon frequencies in Raman scattering for both cubic 

and hexagonal GaN are included in Appendix C.

Fig. 4.9 shows the Raman spectra for our GaN thin films. Generally the lineshape of  

the spectrum appears similar compared to those previously reported [27]. The 

background scattering due to sapphire substrate is evident due to the transparency of  

the GaN film. Its contributions therefore was measured separately and shown in the 

inset in Fig. 4.9. The Raman peaks at 540 cm'1, 560 cm 1 and 575 cm'1 are identified 

as the Ai(TO), Ej(TO) and E2 (high) modes of the hexagonal GaN [14, 27-28]. The 

well resolved peak at ~ 740 cm’1 is due to the Ai(LO) mode in the cubic geometry.

6 8
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This unambiguously confirms the presence o f cubic inclusions within the hexagonal 

matrix o f our samples. The other peaks around 1300-1700 cm'1 are due to the 

scattering from the sapphire substrate as shown from the inset.

Wavenumber (cm-1)

Figure 4.9 Raman spectra for GaN films grown in N2 atmosphere
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4 4 Conclusions

In conclusion, this chapter examined some structural and optical properties of GaN 

thin films grown by solid target PLD on sapphire substrates at 700 °C in N2 

atmosphere without any intentional buffer layer GaN films with ~0 4 jam thickness 

were characterized using "0-20” XRD, temperature dependent PL and Raman 

spectroscopy The structural and optical quality o f our GaN films were comparable to 

that o f films grown by the MOCVD and MBE techniques Analysis o f the temperature 

dependence o f the PL yielded activation energies o f 34 5 meV and 240 meV for the 

(D-A) transition in low- and high- temperature ranges respectively, in agreement with 

previous papers The yellow band which is related to defects, such as Ga vacancy, 

was almost invisible in our PL spectra even when the temperature was increased to 

150 K An activation energy of 18 meV for the peak at 3 43 eV were obtained in low- 

and high- temperature ranges respectively, an effect which we attributed to transitions

v j

at the mterfacial region between hexagonal and cubic phases o f the matenal We 

suggested that earners may be trapped in the mterfacial region and are spatially
1

separated from the holes before radiative recombination occurs The presence of cubic 

phase matenal was further confirmed by Raman spectroscopy Further work would be 

required to understand the mechanism leading to the formations o f cubic GaN in our 

expenmental conditions
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CHAPTER 5 

Properties of GaN grown by the 

Liquid Target Pulsed Laser Deposition Technique 

in Nitrogen Atmosphere

In this chapter, the properties o f GaN thin films grown by liquid target pulsed laser 

deposition (PLD) are presented Epitaxial GaN films were successfully grown on 

sapphire (0001) or GaAs (001) substrates in a 5 Torr nitrogen (N2) atmosphere The 

thickness o f all these samples was -1 jam as verified by a profilometer The 

crystalline quality was studied using X-ray diffraction (XRD) operated in the 0-20 

geometry The optical properties o f the matenal were studied by low temperature 

photoluminescence (PL) down to 4 K Detailed XRD and PL studies as a function of 

substrate temperature and laser repetition rate were earned out for the samples grown
1

on sapphire (0001) substrates For both substrates, the optimum temperature for 

deposition was found to be ~800°C In these conditions, the 3 368 eV (I3) and 3 310 

eV (I4) emission lines dominate the low temperature PL We propose a model to 

explain the ongin o f both emission lines in which the electrons and holes are confined 

in cubic inclusions in a hexagonal matnx analogous to a type I quantum well

1
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5.1 Growth Rate

Figure 5 1 shows the growth rate o f our GaN thin films as a function of substrate 

temperature(Ts)

Substrate Temperature (°C)

Figure 5 1 Average growth rate per pulse as a function of substrate temperature

Dunng the growth process, if  there is an excess o f Ga, it could be either desorbed 

from the growth surface or being trapped in the growing film depending on the

pressure o f the background gas (i e nitrogen) [1] The desorption of Ga should be
i

reflected in a decrease of the growth rate while the formation of GaN should increase 

the growth rate at higher Ts From Fig 5 1, it is clearly seen that the average GaN 

growth rate per pulse decreased from 3 6 to 0 4 A/pulse as Ts increased from 690 to
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900 °C This observation indicates a continuous increase m Ga desorption as Ts 

increased [1]

The average growth rate per pulse as a function of laser repetition rate at Ts = 800 °C 

is shown in Figure 5 2 It is clearly seen that the growth rate can be controlled by 

adjusting the laser repetition rate However, as will be shown in section 5 2 and 5 3, 

the structural and optical qualities o f the samples grown at low repetition rate tended 

to be poor

Chapter 5 Properties of GaN grown by the Liquid Target Pulsed Laser
Deposition Technique in Nitrogen Atmosphere

Pulse Repetition Rate (Hz)

Figure 5 2 Average growth rate per pulse as a function of pulse laser repetition 

rate (for Ts = 800 °C)
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5.2 Crystalline Structure

20

Figure 5 3 XRD scan of GaN samples grown on sapphire (0001) at various 

temperatures

Figure 5 3 shows the "0-20” XRD scans for GaN samples grown on sapphire (0001) 

substrate at various temperatures The peak labelled *a and *b are due to 

contamination by x-ray lines from the silver paint on the back o f the substrate and the 

tungsten anode of the XRD system, respectively No epitaxial growth could be 

detected for Ts ~ 690 °C (Fig 5 3(a)) or lower, where large amounts o f Ga droplets 

and clusters were visually observed on the films The absence of the epitaxial XRD
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peaks at such low temperatures could be related to defects within the films due to an 

insufficient thermal energy for surface migration of Ga species A polycrystalhne

structure including the (0002), (1010) and (1011) onentations is observed for samples 

grown at Ts -720 °C (Fig 5 3(b)) in accord with the work of Xiao et al [3] Fig 5 3(c) 

shows the XRD diffraction pattern of a sample grown at Ts -780  °C This sample 

shows a high degree o f crystalline texture along the normal to the substrate The 

measured FWHM of 0 33° for the (0002) peak is comparable to those reported 

elsewhere [2-3] At Ts -  860 °C (Fig 5 3(d)), no GaN could be detected which may be 

due to the loss o f stoichiometry caused by Ga desorption (i e gallium deficiency) as 

discussed in section 5 1

1

Figure 5 4 compares the XRD scans of various samples grown at a substrate 

temperature o f 800 °C and a nitrogen pressure o f 5 Torr Fig 5 4(a) and 5 4(b) 

compare the XRD diffraction pattern of films grown on sapphire (0001) substrates at 

laser repetition rates o f 10 Hz (a) and 3 Hz (b) respectively Fig 5 4(c) shows the XRD

r t
diffraction pattern for a film grown on GaAs (001) at a laser repetition rate o f 10 Hz 

It is interesting to note that no epitaxial growth could be observed for samples grown 

at 3Hz (Fig 5 4 (b)) whereas a strong (0002) signal was observed for samples grown 

at 10Hz (Fig 5 4(a)) This could be due to an insufficient level o f active nitrogen 

species created within the ablation plume in sample 5 4(b) due to the low repetition 

rate, which could affect the stoichiometry during growth Fig 5 4(c) shows the 

diffraction pattern of GaN grown on GaAs (001) at Ts ~ 800 °C [4] The pattern
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exhibits both the (0002) and (1010) orientations The slight asymmetry of the (0002) 

peak on the low 20 side be may due to the inclusion of cubic phase in the hexagonal 

structure as suggested in ref [5]

4000 -

3000 -

2000 -

1000 -

Growth Temp = 800 °C

(c) GaN/GaAs(001), 10Hz

(b) GaN/sapphire(0001), 3Hz

(a) GaN/sapphire(0001), 10H :

32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48

20 !

Figure 5 4 XRD scans o f GaN thin films in the conditions as indicated on the 

figure 1
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5.3 Photoluminescence Study

The 10 K PL spectra of GaN thin films samples grown on sapphire (0001) at various 

substrate temperature (Ts) are presented in Figure 5 5 We observed no 

photoluminescence for films grown at Ts ~ 690 °C or lower which is consistent with 

the XRD results o f Fig 5 3 The samples grown at -800  °C exhibit intense near band 

edge lines between 3 3 eV and 3 5 eV and the yellow band around ~2 2 eV The 

intensity o f the peak of yellow band is about one order o f magnitude lower than the 

band edge emission lines This suggests that the optical quality o f our samples is 

comparable to those grown by the MOCVD [5] or MBE [6] techniques
i

Photon Energy (eV)

Figure 5 5 10 K photoluminescence spectra of GaN/sapphire(0001) samples

grown at various substrate temperatures 1

(
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A further increase in Ts up to 860 °C resulted m the PL spectra of Fig 5 5(c) Its only 

features are donor-acceptor (D-A) transitions at 3 273 eV and the corresponding 

phonon replica (-92 meV) at 3 181 eV [7] The absence o f band edge emissions 

indicates an inferior quality of GaN grown in these conditions The shape of this 

spectrum is in fact almost identical to that o f the precursor powder as shown in ref [8], 

indicating a lack of epitaxial growth, which is again in accord with the XRD

measurements in Fig 5 3
\

Figure 5 6 compares the 5K PL spectrum for three samples grown at Ts= 800 °C and 

nitrogen pressure of 5 Torr Fig 5 6(a) and 5 6(b) show the spectra o f films grown on
i

sapphire (0001) at a laser repetition rate o f 3 Hz (a) and 10 Hz (b) respectively Fig

* * r (; 1
5 6(c) shows the PL spectrum of a GaN film grown on a GaAs (001) substrate at 10 

Hz It is interesting to observe that the PL of the film grown at 3 Hz is dominated by 

the yellow band only and the band edge transition is virtually absent, whereas strong 

band edge emissions are observed for the sample grown at 10 Hz (Fig 5 6(b)) The 

relatively weak PL intensity m sample (a) coupled with the absence o f the band-edge
i f

emission, further confirms poor optical quality for GaN grown at the lower repetition 

rate This result is in agreement with the XRD results shown in Fig 5 4 For the 

sample grown at 10 Hz (Fig 5 6(b)), the donor-bound exciton ( (D-X) also known as 

I2) with a FWHM of 8 meV was observed ~3 45 eV These values are very close to 

those obtained in GaN grown by MOCVD or MBE [5,7] This result also indicates an 

improvement in the optical quality when compared to our GaN films grown with a 

solid target (FW HM-15 meV) as discussed in Chapter 4
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Pm

Photon Energy (eV)

Figure 5 6 5 K PL spectrum for GaN thin films grown at Ts -  800 °C and 5 Torr

in the conditions indicated in figure

The 3 43 eV transition, which we have interpreted as originating in a mixed 

cubic/hexagonal structure m section 4 3 1, was also observed in sample (b) in Fig 5 6 

Since it does not appear in the spectrum o f the other samples grown in the same 

conditions (Fig 5 6(a) & Fig 5 6(c)), this further invalidates its interpretation as a 

residual impunty such as oxygen as was, suggested in ref [9] Fig 5 6 (c) shows the 

PL spectra o f our GaN grown on a GaAs (001) substrate at a laser repetition rate o f 10
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Hz It is interesting to note that no hint o f yellow band ~ 2 2 eV was detected in this 

sample We point out that the PL spectrum o f Fig 5 6(c) is very similar to the PL 

spectrum o f the GaN thin films grown on a GaAs (001) substrate by the MOCVD 

technique [10]

Fig 5 7 compares the 10 K PL spectrum measured at different positions on our GaN 

samples grown on GaAs (001) The spectrum in Fig 5 7 (a) is taken at the centre of  

the sample while spectrum in Fig 5 7 (b) is taken at the edge of the sample It is 

interesting to note that the intensity o f the PL spectrum vanes when the measurements 

are taken at different positions on the sample (l e the optical quality is better in the 

centre) This is similar to the observation of Chapter 4 (section 4 1) It was previously 

reported that GaN grown on GaAs (001) should consist o f a mixture o f cubic and 

hexagonal phases [11-13] However, we observe that the band edge transitions 

expected around 3 26 eV (cubic) and 3 47 eV (hexagonal) are absent in our spectra 

(Fig 5 6 (c) & Fig 5 7) We shall provide an explanation for this point later in this 

chapter
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CLh

2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2

Photon Energy (eV)
3.4 3.6 3.8

Figure 5.7 10K PL spectrum of GaN grown on GaAs (001) at different substrate

positions.

As mentioned in section 3.3, the thermal activation energy of PL transitions can be 

represented by the following expression:

I(T) = (5.1)
1 + CQ x exp( a/ k T )

Figure 5.8 shows on an expanded scale the temperature dependence of the PL spectra 

of our GaN samples grown on sapphire (0001) and GaAs (001) at Ts = 800 °C. The 

integrated intensities for 3.446 eV, 3.43 eV, 3.368 eV and 3.310 eV are fitted using 

equation (5.1) and the results are tabulated in table 6.1.
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(a)

(b)

'W'
£

Photon Energy (eV)

C3

£wf l
f lHH
Pin

Photon Energy (eV)

Figure 5 8 Expanded view of the temperature dependence PL spectra for GaN 
grown on (a) sapphire (0001) (b) GaAs substrate at Ts = 800 °C
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PL Transition line 3 446 eV 
(sapphire)

3 43 eV 
(sapphire)

3 368 eV 
(sapphire)

3 310 eV 
(sapphire)

3 368 eV 
(GaAs)

3 310 eV 
(GaAs)

Activation 
Energy (Ea)

8 meV 15 meV 28±5m eV 5±1 meV 30±5 meV 3±1 meV

Table 5 1 The thermal activation energies (Ea) for vanous transitions in GaN 
grown on sapphire (0001) and GaAs (001) substrates

Table 5 1 shows that the 3 446 eV (donor exciton transitions) peak quenches with a 

donor activation energy of 8 meV, which is in reasonable agreement with the values 

of the binding energy of donor bound excitons in hexagonal GaN which range from 

5 8 meV to 6 5 meV [14] The activation energy for the 3 43 eV line is found to be 15 

meV, which is in agreement with the value of Ea -18  meV obtained from our sample 

grown with the solid target PLD technique (see section 4 3 1)

As shown in Table 5 1, the 3 368 eV peak in GaN/GaAs(001) quenches with an 

activation energy o f 30±5 meV, which agrees with the value -  27 meV reported by 

Wetzel et al [15] The activation energy of the 3 310 eV line in GaN/GaAs(001) is 

found to be 3+1 meV This suggests that the 3 310 eV line is almost insensitive to 

thermalisation effects, which indicates that the 3 310 eV transition involves a free 

electron The physical origins for the 3 368 eV and 3 310 eV transitions are still 

debated in the literature They were previously labelled I3 and I4 respectively by 

Wetzel et al [15] Similar lines were also reported in samples grown by other 

techniques such as MOCVD and ECR-MBE or using different types o f substrates 

such as Si or fused silica [10, 15-18] Hong et al [10] attributed them to the near band-
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edge emission in cubic GaN However, this explanation is inconsistent with recent 

measurements which place the band-edge emission in the cubic phase at 3 274 eV 

[11, 13] Subsequently, other authors [15, 19] have interpreted I3 and I4 in terms of 

excitons localized at extended defects However, this model could not explain the 

strong intensities o f I3 and Lj in our spectra as defect-related luminescence normally 

involves non-radiative recombination Moreover, the relatively small FWHM of I3 (-6  

meV) appears to be much smaller than the typical width o f defect related transitions 

[16] This is because defect related PL transitions always exhibit broad peaks (such as 

the yellow band in GaN) [20]

In view o f our experimental results, we propose the following alternative 

interpretation The cubic phase, likely to be formed by stacking faults at the layer-

1 r 1 1 1
substrate interface [9, 21], is responsible for the transitions I3 and I4 We suggest that

I3 and I4 may anse from the quantum confinement o f cubic matenal in the hexagonal

matrix The cubic phase inclusion (bandgap -  3 3 eV) in the hexagonal matnx

(bandgap ~3 5 eV) act as sinks for the electrons, analogously to a type I "quasi"

quantum well structure The band diagram which pictures the I 3 and I 4  transitions in

our model is shown in Fig 5 9, where Ec and Ev refers to the conduction band and

valence band, respectively We labelled the quantum confinement energy for n =1 in

Ec and Ev as AEcn=1 and AEvn~ \ respectively The shallow donor energy level,

shallow acceptor energy level, quantum confinement exciton energy, quantum well

width and height are labelled Ed, Ea, Ex, L and Vo, respectively The potential well Vq

spatially confines the electrons and holes, producing an effective 2-D recombination
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centre which will result in intense PL transitions. This model also explains the 

absence o f cubic- and hexagonal- near band edge emissions in the sample grown on 

GaAs (001) (Fig. 5.6(c)) as most o f the free electrons are confined. Hence, we 

propose I3 as the transition involving an electron in ground level (n=l) to a hole in the 

cubic phase.

Chapter 5 Properties of GaN grown by the Liquid Target Pulsed Laser
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Hexagonal GaN Cubic GaN Hexagonal GaN

Figure 5.9 Band diagram summarising the PL transitions for both I3 and I4.
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We use the following method to estimate the size o f the cubic inclusions The 

bandgap for cubic GaN (Egcublc) can be calculated as [13]

EgCub'c = Donor bound exciton (D-X) transitions + Free exciton binding energy 

-  3 274 eV + 26 meV 

= 3 30 eV

(5 2)

From Fig 5 9, the confinement energies for AEcn 1 and AEvn 1 can be calculated by

taking Ex ~ 40 meV [22]

AEC + AEV = I3 - Eg c + Ex

= 3 368 eV - 3 30 eV + 40 meV 

= 108 meV (5.3)

Taking the electron and hole effective mass in cubic GaN as 0 17 mo and 0 82 mo 

respectively [23], and using the quantum well model for the infinite potential well 

(Appendix A), the ratio o f AEcn=I and AEv”-1 becomes

0 82 
0 17

(5 4)

AEcn=l = 89 m e V , AEvn=l = 19 m eV
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Hence, although the values o f the conduction and valence band discontinuities are not 

known, it appears that the electron is the loosely bound particle The depth of the 

quantum well (Vo) can be calculated in the following manner using the thermal 

dissociation value of 30 meV for the Ea of I3

Vo = AEcn_1 + Thermal Activation Energy for I3 

= 89 meV + 30 meV

= 119 meV (5 5)

The value o f the lowest confinement energy level (n=l) o f the finite potential well is 

given by (See Appendix A)

-\M >  ta n
'a 2 x m*  x AE n 1

—  x L
2 x h

(5 6)

where h= 6 59 x  10 16 eVs \  and me* and L are the effective electron mass and the 

quantum well width, respectively

By substituting AEcn=1 and Vo values obtained from equation (5 4) and (5 5), the 

quantum well width (L) is calculated as L ~ 3 1 nm This value is in reasonable 

agreement with the value o f -  6 nm for the height o f the unintentional GaN cubic 

islands formed at the substrate-GaN interface and measured using TEM by Omtsuka 

et al [24] We find a further justification for our model in the work of Wetzel et al
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[15] which describes an increase in the intensity o f  I3 closer to the GaN-substrate 

interface region where the cubic phase was shown to dominate [12 ]
1

At this stage, it would be tempting to assign I 4  to the transition from the E(n=i> level to 

a shallow acceptor level in the cubic phase However, such an assignment would lead 

to a value of EA in the cubic GaN of

EA = I3 - 14 - AEvn=1

= 3 368 eV - 3 310 eV -1 9  meV 

= 39 meV (5 7)

This value is inconsistent with the value o f 90 meV reported by other authors [11, 13] 

Another candidate for I 4  would be the transition involving an electron in the 

conduction band of the hexagonal phase with the shallow acceptor level o f the cubic 

phase (see Fig 5 9) This is because a small number o f electrons may escape from the 

potential well due to the relatively small value o f the potential barrier (1 e Vo - 

(AEcn=1 -  Ex) ~ 70 meV) The slight asymmetry o f the I 4  peak, its small activation 

energy (table 5 1), and a blue shift with increasing o f temperature (Fig 5 8) are 

consistent with such a free to bound transition [16, 25] In addition, the expected 

transition strength of recombination between different phases is consistent with the 

relative weakness o f this feature From Fig 5 9, the acceptor binding energy (EA) can 

be deduced from the I4 transition energy using the following equation
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EA = V0 + Egcublc - 14

= 119 meV + 3 30 eV - 3 310 eV

= 109 meV (5 8)

This value is in reasonable agreement with the shallow acceptor value Ea o f 90 meV 

reported by other authors using PL excitation spectroscopy [11,13]

In quantum mechanics, the energy difference between I3 and I4 (1 e AEM as shown in

Fig 5 9) is related to the following expression

1

1 ,
= g

' h '

v / 4  j
exp

V kT (5 9)

where g , / 3 and / 4 are the oscillation strength, the transition probability for I3 and the 

transition probability for I4 respectively

Hence, by plotting In vs 1/T, it is possible to deduce A£34 from the slope o f the

curve The corresponding plots are presented in Fig 5 10
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l/T (K *)

Fig 5 10 Integrated intensities o f In(l3/l4) as a function o f l/T

Fig 5 10 shows that m the low temperature range (i e < 45  K), the slope o f In^/LO-O 

which means that most o f the electrons are confined within the quantum well and only 

a small portion of electrons in cubic hexagonal GaN make a transition to the acceptor 

level in cubic phase As the temperature is increased, the electrons are thermalised out 

and add to the mtensity o f  I 4  The measured energy difference between I 3 and I 4  level 

( \E U) is -42  meV, which is lower than the estimated value (-70 meV) from our QW 

model One o f the possible explanations is that the band bending at the interface o f  

cubic and hexagonal structure (as shown in Fig 5 9) may ‘effectively’ lower the 

escape energy o f  electrons, where the electrons can escape to I 4  level via quantum 

tunnelling effects A further study is required to validate this mechanism
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5 4 Conclusion

In conclusion, this chapter examined some structural and optical properties o f GaN 

thin films (~1 Jim) grown either on sapphire (0001) or GaAs (001) substrates using 

the liquid target pulsed laser deposition technique GaN thin films grown on sapphire 

(0001) substrates at different temperatures (Ts = 690 °C to 860 °C) and laser repetition 

rate (3 Hz and 10 Hz) were characterized using XRD 20 scans and low temperature 

PL The optimum growth conditions were found to be Ts -800  °C at a laser repetition 

rate o f 10 Hz, which resulted in a PL FWHM as narrow as 8 meV for the (D-X) 

transition Following this, a GaN sample was grown on a GaAs (001) substrate for the 

same optimum growth conditions (Ts = 800 °C and 5 Torr N2) No hint o f yellow band 

was detected in this sample Two strong luminescence lines I 3 (3 368 eV) and I 4  

(3 310 eV), were observed to dominate the low temperature (5K) PL spectra 

particularly  ̂for the sample grown on GaAs (001) We interpreted both peaks in terms 

of a model in which the earners are confined in cubic inclusions within the hexagonal 

matnx analogously to a type I quantum well We propose I 3 as the transition in which 

an electron makes a transition from the ground level (n=l) to a hole within the cubic 

phase, while I 4  corresponds to an electron in the hexagonal phase making a transition 

to a hole in the shallow acceptor level o f the cubic phase
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CHAPTER 6 

Study of the expansion dynamics of Ga and GaN ablation plumes 

using time-resolved extreme UV photoabsorption spectroscopy

As mentioned in section 2 3, the PLD growth technique presents a number of 

attractive features, for example PLD involves simple experimental procedures, it also 

preserves good film stoichiometry in most cases, allowing for the easy addition of 

various reactive gases during the deposition process However, there are some 

drawbacks associated with the PLD technique For example, the ablation plume is 

highly forward peaked, which leads to a non-uniform thickness o f the film [1] 

Another senous drawback is the possible contamination of the deposited films by 

micron sized droplets known as particulates which may be present in the ablation 

plume The amount o f the droplets is highly dependent on the experimental conditions 

[1-2] The roughness o f the GaN epilayers grown by PLD technique is closely linked 

to particulate formation [2-4] Hence, knowledge of the plume composition during 

growth will be invaluable to optimise the thin film quality To date, most o f the PLD 

work on GaN has focussed on the evaluation of the thin film properties [2-8] rather 

than investigating the laser ablation plume In this chapter, the expansion dynamics of 

Ga and GaN ablation plume in vacuum were studied using extreme ultraviolet time- 

resolved dual laser plasma (DLP) photoabsortion spectroscopy Targets o f either Ga 

metal or polycrystallme GaN, and a Nd-YAG laser (1 06 |im) at a fluence of 10 Jem
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were used m this study Spatio-temporal maps of the relative concentration of Ga+ 

were constructed by measunng the transmission through the ablation plume of a 

pulsed beam of ultraviolet radiation tuned to 3p—> 3d inner-shell transitions in Ga+ 

Marked differences between the spectra of the Ga and GaN plumes were observed 

The results o f these experiments showed that the density o f vGa+ and Ga2+ active 

species becomes negligible over distances greater than 5 mm above the target surface 

These observations shed new light on the general assumptions found in the literature 

that the active species in PLD are ionized throughout the plume, and that ionized 

species play a critical role in the deposition process [1,9] We also found the emission 

of droplet (particulates) to last for ~7 \xs and the droplets to be present throughout the

i ¡ i t
plume Based on these observations, we conclude on the relationship between the

' i  t 1
quality o f the GaN epilayers and the relevant ablation plume parameters

i t

6 1 Gallium Metal Target
i

We now discuss the results o f a photoabsorption study of an ablation plume of 

gallium metal using the DLP technique (see section 3 4) The spectra were measured 

at different height above target (i e x -value) at various points across the plume 

diameter (y-value) (see Fig 6 1), and for various time delays after the initiation of the
■\

plume

Chapter 6 Study of the expansion dynamics of Ga and GaN ablation plumes
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Figure 6.1 Schematic diagram o f the ablation plume.

A typical spectrum taken at x=0.15 mm and y=0 mm is shown in Fig. 6.2 where 

A = Ln(-^) (Io = continuum background intensity and I  = transmitted intensity) is

plotted as a function o f photon energy for various time delays. Ga+ and Ga2+ 

absorption peaks are identified at 30.662 eV, 31.058 eV and 31.115 eV , 

respectively [10].

photon energy (eV)

Figure 6.2 Typical absorbtion spectra o f laser produced plasma at x = 0.15 mm
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During our experiment, the x=0 position was defined as the target position that 

allowed 90% o f the background intensity (I0) to reach the detector. These 

measurements were repeated for various values o f y at fixed x and contour maps 

showing points o f equal value o f the absorption coefficient o f the 33.66 eV transitions 

were drawn as a function o f time delay. A typical contour map o f this type is shown 

on Fig.6.3. The maximum absorption (A) value in Fig.6.3 is equal to 1.1 (l/l0 = 0.33 at 

around 100 ns) and was the highest value recorded during the experiments with Ga 

metal. Similar measurements were repeated for different values o f x and the 

corresponding time-of-flight curves for on-axis absorption (y = 0) are presented in 

Fig. 6.4.

H i  9-10 (a )  

W M  8-9 (b )

C = ]  7-8 (c )  

■ ■ I  6 7 (d ) 

CZZ3 5-6 ( • )  

■ ■  4-5 ( f )

C = l  3-4(g) 

[ = □  2 3 ( h )

M  1-2 (I) 

HH 0-1Ü)
100 200 300 400 500

time delay (ns)

Figure 6.3 Contour maps o f equal absorption at x = 0.15 mm and various y values 
as a function o f time delay.
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Time Delay (ns)

Figure 6.4 Time resolved extreme ultraviolet absorption of Ga+ in a gallium 

ablation plume at various x- positions above the target surface

From Fig. 6.2, we observe that initially the plume absorption was dominated by Ga 

but this ion disappeared rapidly after 100 ns due to recombination processes. The 

relative intensity o f  the absorption peaks to the intensity o f the underlying 

photoionization continuum remains fairly constant (-2.8) between 100 ns and 400 ns 

(see Fig. 6.2). This suggests a high relative Ga+ content in the ablation-plume. Close 

to the target surface and at early times the spatial distribution o f the Ga+ ions is 

dominated by steep gradients, see Fig. 6.3.

Fig. 6.4 shows the photoabsorption o f Ga+ at various x- positions as a function o f time 

delays. We observed that the maximum population o f Ga+ in a gallium ablation plume
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produced by 1064 nm Nd YAG laser light at a fluence o f 10 J cm"2 occurs close to the 

target surface around 100 ns after the plasma creation It is clearly seen from Fig 6 4 

that the further above the target, the later the maximum absorption occurs This can be 

readily understood as the ionised species will require more time to travel to the larger 

values o f x In addition, Ga+ content is dramatically reduced above x = 4 mm Indeed, 

we were unable to detect any absorption beyond this point This phenomenon can be 

attributed to recombination of the ionised species [10-12] From Fig 6 4, it is 

possible to deduce the x-position where the maximum absorption of the Ga+ occurs as 

a function of time delays The result is shown in Fig 6 5 below,

Chapter 6 Study of the expansion dynamics of Ga and GaN ablation plumes
using time-resolved extreme UV absorption spectroscopy

Time Delays (ns)

Figure 6 5 The x-position where the maximum absorption of Ga+ occurs as a 

function of time delays
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A most probable velocity o f ~5x l05 cm s1 for Ga+ is measured from the slope in Fig 

6 5 The corresponding temperature (T) o f the plasma can be calculated from the 

following equation

speed

r2kTA
v m (6 1)

where Vspeed, k and m are the most probable Maxwell velocity distribution, Boltzman 

constant and atomic mass for Ga respectively This yields a temperature o f the order 

of 4 eV (~ 46 400K) for the early phase of the plasma expansion

6 2 Polycrystalline Gallium Nitride Target

This section presents the DLP study of the laser-ablation plume for the polycrystallinet

GaN target These were prepared using the method outlined in Chapter 3 (section 

3 11) Fig 6 6 shows the absorption specta of an ablation plume of GaN for (a) time 

delays less than 300 ns (b) 700 ns < time delays < 7000 ns
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Figure 6 6 Absorption In
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k I  J
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spectra of laser produced plasmas of GaN

measured at x = 0 15 mm above target surface for (a) time delays < 

300ns (b) 700ns < time delays < 7000 ns
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The difference between the absorption behaviour of the Ga and GaN target is evident 

and the high absorption (A) values (1 e ln(I0 /I) > 2 for time delay greater than 200 ns 

in Fig 6 6(a)) indicate that saturation of the absorption has occurred for the GaN 

plasma after only a few 100’s ns This saturation effect precludes the plotting of 

meaningful contour maps of equal absorption From Fig 6 6(a), we observe that the 

early behaviour of the GaN plasma close to the target surface is similar to the Ga 

plasma in Fig 6 2, i e dominated by Ga+ and Ga2+ ions One also observes a 

significantly higher level o f continuous absorption which can be explained by the 

presence o f atomic N in the plasma The total photoionization cross-section of N at 30 

eV is around 10 Mb [13] However, at times greater than 200 ns, as the Ga+ signal 

disappears, the continuum level is still increasing and the plasma becomes totally 

opaque after -  400 ns We observed (as shown on Fig 6 6(b)) that it remained so for 

another few (is and only became completely transparent again to extreme UV 

radiation after ~ 7|ns Again, in this case, this behaviour is clearly incompatible with a 

plasma composed of free atomic or molecular species This behaviour cannot be due 

to absorption by other Ga species because this was not observed when pure Ga metal 

was ablated (as shown in Fig 6 2) We therefore suggest that it can only be explained 

by the presence o f a significant amount o f non-atomized matter (î e "particulate”), at 

the liquid or solid density In addition, the overall duration of the absorption (î e 7 fas) 

is consistent with the particulates emission time reported previously [14] Hence, we 

suggest that the particulates that are generated from the GaN target and propagate 

throughout the GaN laser plasma plume are by and large absent in the ablation of Ga 

metal targets This is in agreement with the observation by Xiao et al [5] that pure Ga

Chapter 6 Study of the expansion dynamics of Ga and GaN ablation plumes
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provides a relatively particulate free laser ablation source compared to a solid GaN 

target

Figure 6 7 shows the absorption spectrum of laser produced plasma of GaN target at 

different positions (i e x = 0 5 mm, 2 00 mm and 5 00 mm) The absorption (A) 

values (A = In(Io/I)) decrease with an increase in the x position, an effect due to the 

recombination within o f ionised species as they travel further [12] It is interesting to 

note that the Ga+ species only exist in the spectrum for x -  0 5 mm and 2 00 mm ( 

Fig 6 7 (a) & fig 6 7(b)), but are virtually absent in spectra taken at x = 5 mm (Fig 

6 7(c)) This suggests that Ga+ species only exist within a few millimetres from the 

target position due to fast recombination processes during the plume expansion

(a )  2 0

1 5

tS  i o

cT
ahH

0 5  
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100 ns
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29 27 eV 31 32 eV
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Figure 6 7 Extreme ultraviolet absorption spectrum of laser produced plasmas of 

GaN target measured at (a) x = 0 5 mm (b) x = 2 00 mm and (c) x = 

5 00 mm above the target surface for various time delays
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In a typical solid target PLD system, the distance between the target and the substrate 

is typically a few cm’s [2-5] Our experiments indicate that the concentration of 

ionized species should be comparatively small at the substrate position These 

observations are m contrast with the general beliefs [1,9] that the density o f ablated 

ionized species such as Ga plays a critical role in PLD growth We suggest on the 

contrary that in the ablation of solid GaN m PLD system, only Ga neutral atoms, GaN 

molecules and particulates will reach the surface o f the substrate with an appreciable 

concentration, a situation which is similar to the growth mechanism in solid source 

molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) systems [15] This suggestion also explains why an 

increase m laser fluence in PLD system tend to increase particulate contamination 

instead of improving the surface quality [2] An increase in laser fluence will emit a 

higher density o f particulates which will eventually contaminate the substrate surface

6 3 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have studied the Ga and GaN laser ablation plume using ultraviolet 

photoabsorption spectroscopy technique The results suggest that metallic gallium is a 

more suitable target material for the PLD growth of GaN compared to a GaN target
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CHAPTER 7 

Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Works

71  Conclusions

The motivation for the present work originally lay in the inherent benefits that can be 

obtained from GaN-based related devices, in particular, from optoelectronic device
i

applications The basic theory of hexagonal and cubic GaN material systems were 

discussed in Chapter 2 We also briefly reviewed the basic principles o f the various 

growth techniques in current use

The principles o f the two different types o f Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) 

techniques, namely solid target PLD and liquid target PLD were introduced in 

Chapter 3 The principles o f the characterisation techniques employed in this work, 

such as temperature dependent photoluminescence (PL) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) 

were also presented, as well as description of an extreme UV absorption spectrometer 

for laser plasma diagnostics

A detailed description o f the GaN/Sapphire material system grown by the PLD 

technique in N2 atmosphere was presented in Chapter 4 The surface morphology of 

the GaN films was investigated using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) while the
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crystalline quality was studied using XRD scans The optical properties o f the 

material were studied using temperature dependent photoluminescence (PL) and room 

temperature Raman spectroscopy X-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy showed 

predominantly the wurtzite structure, with some evidence for cubic inclusions The 

3 43 eV line in the PL spectra was interpreted as earners transitions taking place at the 

interfacial region between the mixed hexagonal and cubic phases The corresponding 

electrons are trapped in the defective region of the cubic phase and are spatially 

separated from the holes before radiative recombination occurs

In Chapter 5, the optical and structural properties o f GaN grown on sapphire(OOOl) 

substrates using the liquid target PLD technique were investigated The matenal
y

Í

properties were studied as a function of substrate temperature (Ts) using low 

temperature PL and XRD PL FWHM as narrow as 9 meV were recorded for the (D- 

X) transition in samples grown in the optimum conditions o f Ts ~ 800 °C and a laser 

repetition rate o f 10 Hz This result is comparable to the best values (5-10 meV) 

previously reported for GaN films grown by MBE and MOCVD techniques GaN thin 

films were also grown on GaAs (001) substrates and the properties o f the sample were 

studied using temperature dependent PL down to 4K No hint o f the yellow band due 

to defects was detected in these samples We observed the two transition lines at 

3 368 eV ( I 3 )  and 3 310 eV ( I 4 )  to dominate the low temperature PL spectrum m 

samples grown on sapphire (0001) or GaAs (001) substrates at Ts = 800 °C A model 

was proposed to explain the emission mechanism of both lines in terms of the 

confinement of the earners in cubic inclusions within the hexagonal structure

i l l
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analogously to a type I quantum well. I3 was assigned to the transition involving an 

electron in the quantum well ground level (n=l) to a hole within the cubic phase, 

while I4 was assigned to the transition involving a free electron in the hexagonal phase 

and a hole in the shallow acceptor in the cubic phase, respectively.

In Chapter 6, the expansion dynamics of Ga+ in laser plasma of Ga metal and 

polycrystalline GaN were studied using photoabsorption spectroscopy. The analyses 

showed that Ga+ species are detected only within distances less than 5 mm from the 

target surface, while particulates were observed throughout the ablation plume. The 

results suggest that metallic Ga is a more suitable target for PLD growth o f GaN 

compared to GaN target. The relation between epitaxial material quality and growth 

parameters such as laser fluence and substrate temperature was also discussed.

7.2 Recommendations For Future Works

The following suggestions represent a collection of topics related to the present work 

which would constitute interesting lines o f future research.

1) Further work is required to study the formation mechanism o f cubic- phase GaN 

grown in N2 atmosphere using PLD. This could be carried out by using scanning 

electron microscopy in conjunction with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

(SEM-EDX), micro-Raman and cross-section transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM).
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2) As mentioned in Chapter 4, N2 is less reactive than ammonia due to the different 

bond strengths in these gases which results in lower growth rate One possible 

solution is to "crack" the N 2 molecule by using the DC plasma source [1]

3) A comparative study of the properties o f GaN films grown using different exciting 

laser wavelengths would be interesting

4) The properties o f the PLD grown GaN/Sapphire interface should be studied in 

greater details, for example, the type of dislocation (1 e screw dislocation or 

threading dislocation)[2], the control o f the dislocation density under different 

growth conditions [3] and the uses o f buffer layers to reduce these defects [4]

5) The growth of ternary nitride compounds such as Aluminium Gallium Nitride 

(AlxGai-xN) [5] and Gallium Nitride Arsenide (GaNxAsi_x )[6] using multiple 

target PLD systems appears interesting GaN/AlGaN and GaN/GaNAs multiple 

quantum well (QW) devices could be fabricated for the first time using these 

compounds

6) Most interesting would be the control o f the doping (n or p) in GaN multilayers 

prepared by PLD Doping is the most important issue that determines the quality 

o f devices such as high electron mobility transistors (HEMT) or light emitting 

diodes (LED) [7-8]
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Appendix A: Quantum Well Theory
0

One dimensional infinite potential well

Let’s consider a situation where a particle (e g electron) is in a one-dimensional 

infinite potential well as shown below

V =oo

f t

v=o

V=oo

e 2

E,

The potential is zero inside the well (1 e V = 0) but infinite at the walls, so that the 

particle can't "penetrate" the wall and escape from the potential well The Schrödinger 

equation can be simplified as

h 2 d 2

<A 1 >

Since the probability o f finding the particle outside the well is zero (the particle must 

be in the well) the wave function must satisfy the following boundary conditions

, , i « • -

<p(0) = <p{L) = 0 (A 2)

L.

j<p2dx = l (A3)
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S o lv in g  (A  1 )&  (A  2 ) & &  (A  3 ), g ive the fo llo w in g  eigenvectors cp and eigenvalues

E„

<P = (A 4)

E „ = n 2 x
2mL (A 5)

For large values o f L, E„ become continuous This is commonly found in bulk 

semiconductors

One dimensional finite potential well

In practise, the potential barrier in the "quasi" quantum well tends to be finite (1 e 

V0 ^ oo) This means that there is a probability that the particle may "penetrate" 

(tunnelling) the potential well and exit the quantum well In this situation, the 

potential well can be represented as V(x) = 0 for 0<x<L and V(x) = Vo for x > L or x 

< 0 A schematic diagram for this is shown below

v= v0 V=Vo

v=o

L *•
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In  this case, the Schrödinger equations to be solved are

- h 2 d 2(p _
- 7 —  — r  +  V ( p  =  E ( p  0 < X < L  ( A  6 )

2m dx

-  h2 d 2(p _  r  n 
~2m dx2 ~  x < 0 and x >L (A 7)

The continuity o f the wave function implies that the reflection (R) and transmission 

coefficients (T) must satisfy the condition

T + R =  1 (A 8)

The wave function and its denvative must be continuous at the boundaries x = 0 and x 

-  L where

cp(Q) = (p{L) (A9)
dcp d cp

 )x=0 ~  )x=L  (A 10)dx dx
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It can be shown that the first two energy levels (n = 1, 2) o f the quantum well can be 

represented by the following solutions [1-2]

tJ v0 -  h E  "=l » J a E  n=l tan
n  xme xAEch=i

2 x t i
x L n =1 ( A l l )

■Jv0- A E n=2 « - tJaE "=2 cot
2 * a t~'k xme xAEc

2 x h :
x L n =2 (A 12)

Where and AE n=2 is the quantum confinement energy o f the electron m n=l

and 2 respectively The schematic diagram that represents ( A l l )  and (A 12) is shown 

below
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If we proceed to the higher energies level (n > 2), the wave solutions that represent 

the confinement energies will keep on repeating themselves The quantum 

confinement only occurs in the case o f ultra-thin material (1 e a few nm) and at low 

enough temperature It is worth to mention that quantum tunnelling is intimately 

bound to the Uncertainly Principle This means that even when the barrier is 

sufficiently low (small Vo), we cannot say with certainty that the particle exists only 

on one side However, the wave function amplitude for the particle m this situation is 

reduced by the barrier height, so that we can reduce the <p inside the quantum well 

which means that there is a higher probability to observe the particle outside the well 

Tunnelling is important only over small dimensions (1 e 1-10 nm range), but it can be 

of great importance in the mobility and optical properties o f semiconductors
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The magnitude of the forbidden band determines whether a solid is a metal, a 

semiconductor or an insulator. In principle, at 0 K a semiconductor has a completely 

full lower energy band (known as Valence Band or VB) separated from a completely 

unpopulated higher energy band (known as Conduction Band or CB). As a rule of  

thumb, any material that has a forbidden band > 0.01 eV and <5 eV is considered to 

be a semiconductor. This is illustrated below:

Appendix B: Band Theory

CB
CB

CB <5 eV
> 5 eV

VB VB VB

Metal Semiconductor Insulator

The motion o f a free electron through a crystalline solid o f period T can be 

determined by solving the Schrodinger equation using a Bloch Function ((p(f )):

2 1.2- r k

V 2 m
x V2 + V(r) <¡o(r) = E x (p{r)

( B . l )

where <p(r) = u(r)exp(ik * r) and u(r)  is a periodic function such that 

v(r)  = u(r + T ) .

The band structure o f different solids is different due to their different crystal 

orientation and distance between the atoms. This means that the band structure varies 

with wave vector giving them a curved appearance in k-space. The consequence o f  

this is that some crystals, depending o f their lattice, will have their conduction band
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(CB) minimum and valence band (VB) maximum at different points in k-space. In a 

direct bandgap material, the CB minimum and VB maximum occurs in the same k 

point (k~0). However, in the indirect bandgap material, the CB minimum and VB 

maximum occurs in the different k points in the material systems. A table o f the direct 

(d) and indirect (i) bandgap energies in some important semiconductor materials is 

given in table below.

Crystal Group Bandgap (Eg) Bandgap Type

Silicon IV 1.20 eV Indirect

Ge IV 0.75 eV Indirect

InAs IV 0.42 eV Direct

GaAs III-V 1.40 eV Direct

AlAs III-V 2.22 eV Indirect

InP III-V 1.42 eV Direct

GaP III-V 2.34 eV Indirect

A1P III-V 2.50 eV Indirect

InN III-V 1.95 eV Direct

GaN III-V 3.4 OeV Direct

AIN III-V 6.25 eV Direct

An electron can be excited from the VB across the bandgap into the CB by electrical, 

optical (i.e. photoluminescence) or thermal effects. The properties o f  vacant orbitals 

in an otherwise filled band are very important in semiconductor physics. Vacant 

orbitals at the top o f the VB are generally known as holes. Both electron and holes 

when in the presence o f an applied field behave as if  their masses were different from 

the no field situation. We say they have an effective mass m*. The effective mass for
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electron and holes in the cubic and hexagonal GaN matenal systems are tabulated in 

Appendix C

In the absorption process o f a photon o f energy hv by an electron (such as in 

photoluminescence), two conservation rules must be satisfied before the absorption of 

electron can take place

a) Conservation o f  Energy The initial (E,) and final (Ef) energies o f the electron are 

related to

hv + Ei = Ef (B 2)

b) Conservation o f  Momentum The photon absorption process for the electron are 

related to

K i ~ K f (B 3)

Where Ki and Kf are the initial and final electron wave vector The photon 

momentum magnitude is h/X ~ 0 and can be ignored Thus, the electromcs 

transitions due to photons are "vertical" in the E(k) description This explains why 

photo-absorption is not effective in indirect bandgap semiconductor

Donor-Acceptor Transition

Quiet often a semiconductor may contain both donor and acceptor atoms By optical 

excitation, electron and holes can be created in the CB and VB respectively In the 

decay some of the donor electrons will recombine radiatively with acceptor holes 

This process is known as a donor-acceptor pair transitions or (D-A) transitions The 

energy of a (D-A) transition is given by the following formula,

e 2
h a  = Eg - E D - E A+ —  (B 4)

where ED EA e, e  and R are the donor and acceptor binding energy, electron charge, 

the dielectric constant and the distance between electron and hole, respectively In 

GaN, the (D-A) pairs have been detected at ~ 3 25 eV (hexagonal GaN) and 3 17 eV
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(cubic GaN) in the PL spectra Temperature dependent PL studies in hexagonal GaN 

reveal that ED and EA is -25  meV and -230 meV respectively These values are much 

higher than those o f other III-V compound semiconductors such as GaAs (1 e EA ~ 10 

meV)

Excitonic Transition

At sufficiently low temperatures, the Coulombic attraction between an electron and a 

hole will bind both these earners together to produce a quasi particle known as 

exciton

When the matenal system contains a number of donor and acceptor in their neutral 

state, the exciton will be attracted to these impunties by van der Waals interactions 

These excitons are normally known as bound excitons There will be bound state of 

the exciton system having total energies lower than the bottom of the conduction 

band The exciton transition energy (En) in this situation is given by the following 

expression [1]

where Eg, n, e and e are the bandgap energy, pnnciple quantum number, dielectnc 

constant and electron charge respectively \i is the reduced mass given by the 

following equation

2 „ 2  2 (B5)

1 1 1
+

JU m e m h (B 6)

where me and mh is the effective mass o f the electron and hole respectively
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The formation of excitons usually appears as narrow peaks in the absorption edge 

(bandgap) of direct semiconductors Since the energy separation of the exciton state 

from the band edge is rather small, measurements to show the excitonic 

recombination of optical absorption must be earned out at low temperature The 

' exciton in the GaN matenal system is normally bound to the donor level near the 

conduction band, and is known as donor bound exciton or (D-X) transition which 

emits an energy at 3 473 eV in the low temperature PL spectra The FWHM of the (D- 

X) transition m our PLD-grown GaN is about - 1 0  meV
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Appendix C: Hexagonal GaN vs Cubic GaN

The small covalent radius of N (1 e 0 7 A compared to 1 1 A for phosphorus and 1 2 A for 

arsenic) results in significantly reduce lattice parameters for GaN compared with other 

III-V compounds, and the larger bond energy (3 4 eV compared to 1 4 eV for InP, 1 5 eV 

for GaAs) imply a higher melting temperature The relatively small size of N compared 

with other group III atoms appears to play an important role in determining the crystal 

structure, the thermodynamically stable structure for GaN is the hexagonal (wurtzite) 

one It should be pointed out that the cubic (zinc blende) structure does exits, but so far 

most research has focused on the hexagonal form The two structures are very closely 

related as the bonding to the nearest neighbours is tetrahedral

The physical properties of both structures are shown m the table 1 below,

Wurtzite Zincblende

Direct Bandgap (4 K) 3 5 eV 3 3 eV

Second Valley Bandgap 5 3 eV 4 7 eV

Effective Electron Mass
t

0 2 mo
i

0 20 mo
*

Effective Hole Mass 0 26 mo
T

2 20 mo

Electron Mobility 1000 cm W s ,, 1450 cm2/Vs

Thermal Conductivity 1 3 w/cm K 0 95 w/cm K

Dielectric Constant 8 9 8o 9180

Index of refraction
n(l eV) -  2 33 

n(3 38 eV) ~ 2 67
n(3 38 eV) ~ 2 55

Piezoelectric Constant

C, i = 367 C12 = 135 

Ci3 = 103 Cm = 405 

C33 = 95 C44=202

Cn = 293 C,2 = 159 

C44= 155

Table 1 Physical properties of cubic and hexagonal GaN
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The zone centre phonon energies in GaN material system have been measured by several 

groups using both Raman scattering and infrared transmission methods and there is a 

high degree of consistency between all the results In hexagonal GaN, the optical phonon 

modes can be classified under the irreducible representations of the point group C6v, 

there are Aj and Ei modes on both the TO and LO branches, together with the so called 

'low' and 'high’ E2 modes The Ai modes are polarized parallel, and the Ei modes 

perpendicular to the crystal c-axis Cubic GaN has zincblende structure and belong to the 

point group Td= 43m Zincblende-type material have close to k=0 a doubly degenerate 

TO and a single LO phonon with higher frequency Two Ai, one E2 and two Ei modes 

out of eight sets of modes predicted by Group Theory are Raman active The wurtzite 

material can be considered as having a slightly distorted zincblende structure with a small 

change in the nearest neighbour distance, hence the energy difference between the Raman 

modes of hexagonal and cubic GaN is not very large The phonon frequencies of 

hexagonal and cubic GaN are shown in table 2 below

Hexagonal Modes Aj(TO) Ei(TO) e 2 Ai(LO) E,(LO)

Frequency(cm *) 540 560 575 735 762

Cubic Modes Ei(TO) Ai(LO)

Frequency(cm ]) 555 740

Table 2 Phonon frequencies in hexagonal and cubic GaN in room temperature
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Appendix D: Optical Setup of the DLP System

The continuum radiation and the absorbing plasma are created by two Nd:YAG lasers 

focussed onto a tungsten rod ( using a plano-convex lens) and a sample target, 

respectively The synchronisation o f the lasers is controlled by a digital Delay Generator. 

The optical configuration o f our DLP system is shown below,

Secondary focus

Optical path of the DLP system

During the experiment, the continuum light that passes through the absorbing plasma is 

collected and focused by a toroidal mirror onto the entrance slit which is positioned on 

the Rowland circle. The toroidal mirror improves the grating efficiency o f the 

spectrometer by eliminating astigmatism. The radii o f curvature o f the toroidal mirror 

were adjusted to produce uniform spectral lines on the Rowland circle. The concave 

grating sits on the Rowland Circle and focuses the dispersed light onto the detector 

(combination o f a Micro-Channel Plate (MCP) and Photo-Diode Array (PDA) detector). 

By moving the detector along the Rowland circle, it is possible to record spectra in a 

different photon energy range. The output o f the PDA signal is then processed by an 

Optical Multi-Channel Analyser (OMA) which is computer controlled.
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The YAG laser in our laboratory is a pulsed SL800 oscillator/amplifier system supplied 

by Spectron Laser Systems It can be operated in both free running or Q-switched 

modes Operated in Q-switched mode the output is -1  2 J with pulse length of 15 ns at a 

fundamental lasing wavelength of 1 064 ĵ m As mentioned, the synchronisation of the 

lasers is done on a multi-channel delay function generator The delay function generator 

employs the use of a 4145-2 programmable time delay card which is commercially 

available This signal is applied simultaneously to both input channels of the delay 

generator The first output of the function generator is connected to the flash lamp trigger 

of the first Nd YAG laser (the one that creates the laser plasma), while the second output 

is connected to the flash lamp trigger of the second NdYAG laser (the one that 

“probes” the laser created plasma) The jittering caused by the system is less than 3 ns

The Nd YAG Laser
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